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RESUMEN

Log   canales   de   K+   constituyen   el   grupo   mss   diverso

dentro   de   la   familia   de   los   canales    i6nicos.    Ellos    se

activan  en  respuesta  a  cambios  en  el  potencial  de  membrana,

a   segundos   mensajeros   como   AMPc   o   Ca2+   y  via   proteina   a.

Pese  a  la  gran  diversidad  en  sus  mecanismos  de  activaci6n,

todos   ellos   exhiben   una   alta   selectividad   por   iones   K+.

Esto   signif ica   que   son   capaces   de   excluir   iones   Na+   adn

cuando  estos  tiltimos  poseen  un  radio  at6mico  menor.

Para  entender  las  bases  moleculares  de  la  selectividad

i6nica    en    canales    de    K+    se    requiere    tanto    de    datos

funcionales   como   de   informaci6n   estructural.    Hasta   ahora

ningtin     canal     de     K+     ha     sido     purif icado     en     grandes

cantidades.      En      consecuencia      carecemos      de      cualquier

informaci6n    estructural     obtenida    mediante     el     uso     de

t6cnicas     directas     de     determinaci6n    de     estructura     de

proteinas .
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Mi   trabajo   de   tesis   consisti6   en   el  ,estudio   de   la

interacci6n    entre    un    inhibidor    peptidico    recientemente

aislado   del   veneno   de   scorpion,   Agitoxina2    (AgTx2),   y   el

canal    de   K+   activado   pc)r   voltaje   denominado   Sjlaker.    EI

objetivo    fundamental    es   usar   AgTx2    como   una    sonda   para

obtener   informaci6n  acerca  de   la   estructura   del   sitio   de

uni6n  de  este  inhibidor  en  el  canal.   El  primer  paso  hacia

este  objetivo  fue   la  s±ntesis  de  AgTx2   usando   t6cnicas   de

DNA  recombinante   y   la   caracterizaci6n   funcional   de  AgTx2.

El  segundo  paso,   crucial  para  el  uso  de  AgTx2,  como  un  sonda

de    la    geometria    del    canal,    fue    obtener    la    estructura

tridimensional   de   AgTx2.    I.a    sintesis    de   AgTx2    en   forma

recombinante     permiti6     obtener     miligramos     de     material

purif icado      para      determinar      su      estructura      mediante

resonancia    magn6tica    nuclear.     La    determinaci6n    de     la

estructura  de  AgTx2  fue  realizada  en  el  laboratorio  del  Dr.

Gerhard  Wagner,    escuela   de   Medicina   de   la   Universidad   de

Harvard .

Para  estudiar  la  interacci6n  entre  AgTx2  y  el  canal  de

K+    Shaker    se    realizaron    mutaciones    puntuales    en    ambas

proteinas   mediante   la   t6cnica   de  mutaci6n   sitio-dirigida.
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El   efecto   de   estas   mutaciones   sobre   la   af inidad   de   AgTx2

por   el   canal   de   K+   Shaker   fue   cuantif icado   mediante   el

registro  de  corrientes  que  pasan  a  trav6s  de  estos  canales

expresados   en   oocitos   de   Xenopus   laevis,    en   presencia   y

ausencia      de      AgTx2.       Estos      estudios      funcionales      en

combinac.i6n      con      el      conocimiento      de      la      estructura

tridimensional   de   AgTx2   condujeron   al   establecimiento   de

restricciones   estructurales   para   el      sitio   de   uni6n   de

AgTx2.   Dado   que   la   secuencia   de   aminoacidos   que   determina

la   sensibilidad   a   AgTx2   es   el   mismo   que   contribuye   a   la

formaci6n    de    la    via    de    conducci6n    i6nica,     los    datos

estructurales   obtenidos   en   este   estudio   involucran   parte

del   sitio   funcional   mss   importante   del   canal   de   K+.    Log

resultados  localizan  el  extremo  amino  terminal  del  segmento

que    f orma   la   via   de   conducci6n   del   canal   de   K+   Shaker

entre   12   y  15  A  del   eje   central   del   canal  y  proponen  que

parte  de   la  secuencia  primaria  del   sitio  de  uni6n  a  AgTx2

posee  una  estructura  de  or-h6lice.
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SU-RY

K+  ion  channels  comprise  the  most  diverse  family  among

ion    channels.    They    are    gated    in    response    to    membrane

potential,   G-protein  activation,   or  secon,d  messengers   such

as   Ca2+,    CAMP.    In   spite   of   the   diversity   of   their   gating

mechanisms  all  K+  channels  display  a  strong  selectivity  for

K+   ions.   That   is,   they   are   able   to   exclude   Na+   ions   even

though  Na+  ions  have  a  smaller  crystal  radius  than  K+  ions.

Full   understanding  of   the   molecular  basis   underlying

selectivity   in   K+    channels    requires    the    combination   of

functional   studies   with   structural   data.    No   K+   channels

have  yet   been  purified   in   large   quantities;   therefore   no

structural   information   by   conventional   protein   structure

determination  methods  is  available.

My   thesis   research   focused   on   the   interaction   of   a

recently  purif led  K+  channel  inhibitor  from  scorpion  venom,

Agitoxin2   (AgTx2) ,   with  the  cloned  voltage-activated  ShaJcer

K+    channel.    The   ultimate   goal    is    to    obtain    structural
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information   on   the   Shaker  K+   channel   by  using  AgTx2   as   a

caliper  for  channel  geometry.

The   f irst   step   toward   the   goal   of   using   AgTx2   as   a

structural  probe  of  the  toxin  binding  site  on  the  Sj2aker  K+

channel  was  to  synthesize  AgTx2  by  recombinant  methods  and

to  characterize   its  biophysical  properties.   The  next   step

was  to  obtain  the  three-dimensional  structure  of  AgTx2   for

measurement   of   channel   dimensions.    AgTx2   was    synthesized

and  milligram  quantities  of  recombinant  AgTx2  were  purif ied

for     the     structure     determination    by    nuclear    magnetic

resonance.    The    structure    of   AgTx2    was    solved   at    Dr.    G

Wagner's   laboratory,   Harvard  Medical  School.   Lastly,   site-

directed  mutagenesis  was  used  to  generate  point   mutations

in   both   the   toxin   and   the   channel.   The   effects   of   these

mutations   on   toxin   binding   were   tested   by   recording   the

current   elicited   by   the   Shaker   K+   channel   expressed   in

Xenopus     oocytes     with     a     two     electrode     voltage     clamp

amplifier,   in  the  presence  and  absence  of  AgTx2.

The    known    structure    of   AgTx2,    in   addition    to    the

structure-function     studies,      constrains     the     molecular

architecture   of   the   receptor   toxin   binding   site   of   the

xxiii



Sfiaker  K+  channel.   Because  the  same  stretch  of  amino  acids

that  determines  the  toxin  binding  site  contributes  to  the

formation    of     the     ion    conduction    pathway     (pore),     the

structural       information      obtained      pertains       to       the

functionally   most    important    region   of    K+    channels,    the

catalytic  unit.  The  results  place  the  amino-terminal  end  of

the  pore  forming  region  of  the  Shaker  K+  channel  12  to  15  A

from  the  central  axis  of  the  channel  and  suggest  an  helical

conformation  for  a  stretch  of  amino  acids  forming  the  toxin

binding  site.
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Chapter  1

GENERAI]   INTRODUCTION

The  ion  channels  comprise  a  class  of  diverse  integral

membrane  proteins  the  central  function  of  which  is  to  allow

ions      to      diffuse      across      otherwise      impermeable      cell

membranes.     The     movement     of     ions     through     channels     is

involved   in   a   wide   range   of   cellular   functions   such   as

volume      regulation,      sensory     transduction,      excitation-

contraction   coupling   and   secretion.    The   ion   channels   are

the    elementary   units    directly   responsible    for    cellular

electrical    excitability    and    signaling    in    the    nervous

system.    Ion   channels'    response    (gating)    is    triggered   by

different    stimuli.    According   to    their   gating   mechanisms

they   fall   in   roughly   three   categories;    ligand-activated,

voltage-activated  and  stretch-activated  ion  channels.

Voltage-activated    ion    channels    participate    in    the

generation    and    propagation    of     action    potentials.     The
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voltage-activated  channels  are  gated  in  response  to  changes

in  the  cell  membrane  electrical  potential,   and  when  opened

they  selectively  allow  the  f low  of  one  kind  of  ion  down  its

electrochemical  gradient.   They  have  been  named  according  to

their    most    important    permeant    ion    as    K+    channels,    Na+

channels,   Ca2+  channels  and  C1-channels.

K+    channels    are   among   the   most    selective    channels.

Their   high   selective   permeability   is   remarkable   when   one

considers   that   they   must   exclude   Na+   ions,    which   have   a

smaller  crystal  radius  than  K+  ions   (the  permeability  ratio

Na+   to  K+   is   greatly  than   1:100;   Hille,   1973) .   Despite   the

diversity   in   their   gating   mechanisms,    Ca2+-activated,    G-

protein-activated  and  ATP-sensitive  channels  all  are  highly

selective  for  K+  ions.

Full    understanding   of    how   K+    channels    discriminate

between  K+  and  Na+  ions  requires  the  identif ication  of  the

molecular   determinants    involved   in   selectivity.    The    ion

conduction  pathway,   or  pore,   catalyzes   the  diffusion  of  K+

ions  from  one  side  of  the  membrane  to  the  other.

No  K+  channel  has  yet  been  purif led  in  large  quantity,.

thus     no     direct     structural     information     is     available.
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Purif ication   has    been   hindered   by   the    lack    of    both   a

natural   source   rich   in   K+   channels   and,    until   recently,

high   affinity   ligands.    Even   after   purification   has   been

achieved,     direct    structure    analysis    will    be    difficult

since,     at    present,     membrane    proteins     are    not     easily

amenable  to  study  by  X-ray  crystallography.

Two   major   contributions    to   our   understanding   of   K+

channels    were    the    discovery    of    high    aff inity    ligands

(Miller   et   al.,1985;   Garcia   et   al.,1994;   Garcia   et   al.,

1991)    and   the   isolation   of   a   voltage-activated   K+   channel

gene      (Timpe     et     al.,      1988;     Tempel     et     al.,      1987).     The

combined  use  of  both  tools  led  to  a  better  understanding  of

what  K+  channels  look  like.

In  the  next  paragraphs  I  brief ly  summarize  the  studies

that   contributed   enormously   to   our   current   picture   of   K+ -

channels .

1.  Discovery  of  higrb  affinity  ligandg  for  K+  cbaunelg

Charybdotoxin    (ChTx),    a   basic   peptide   37   amino   acids

in   length,   was   the   first   K+   channel   inhibitor   discovered.

ChTx,    originally   purified   from   the   venom   of   the   scorpion
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Leiurus   quinquestriatus,    specifically   inhibits   the   high-

conductance  Ca2+-activated  K+  channel  with  high  affinity   (nM

range,.   Miller  et  al.,1985) .

The  mechanism  by  which  ChTx  inhibits  the  Ca2+-activated

K+     channel     was     studied     in    detail     by    single     channel

recording.   A  single  toxin  molecule  binds  to  the  channel  on

the   external   side   causing   blockade   of   the   ion   conduction

pore.     Increasing    the    K+    concentration    in    the    internal

solution    (cytoplasmic   face   of   the   channel)    causes   a   non-

linear  increase   in  the  dissociation  rate  of   ChTx  from  its

binding   site.    In   contrast,    the   association   rate   remains

unchanged.   The  enhancement  of  ChTx  dissociation  by  internal

K+   is   voltage-dependent,.    as   membrane   potential   is   varied

toward  positive  values   (depolarizing  direction)   the   effect

of   the   internal   K+   is   more  pronounced.   Replacement   of   the

internal    K+    by    Na+    abolishes    the    voltage    dependence.

Moreover,      the     effect      of      the      internal      K+      on     ChTx

dissociation  is  valid  for  other  permeant   ions   and  not   for

impermeant   ions.   These   results   show   that   a   toxin  b'ound   at

the  external  mouth  of  the  conduction  pathway  interacts  with

K+    ions,    coming    from   the    internal    side    of    the    channel
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(cytoplasmic   face).    These   studies   conclude   with   a   model,

presented    in    figure    1.1,     of    the    ChTx    block    of     Ca2+-

activated    K+    channel.     ChTx    prevents    ion    conduction    by

physically    occluding    the    channel    pore    at    the    external

mouth .

OUT

I--t--I--F--LEE-i-
Figure    1.1.       ChTx   b.lock   of    the   Ca2+-activated   K+   channel.    One    ChTx
molecule  blocks   ion  conduc:Lion  by  occluding  physically   the   outer  mouth`
of    the    channel    pore.    A    1{+    ion    coming    from    the    cytoplasmic    face
destabilizes  a  bound  C.hTx  molecule  from  its  binding  site.    (Figure  taken
from  MacKinnon  and  Miller,   1988) .

The   high   content   of   basic   residues   in   ChTx   suggests

that    the    toxin    may    be    electrostatically    attracted    by

putative   negatively   charged   groups   on   the   receptor   toxin

binding  site.   The  dependence  of   the  ChTx  association  rate,

and   not   dissociation,    on   the   external   ionic   composition
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favors   this   idea.,   Increasing   the   K+   concentrat`ion   in   the

external    solution   causes   a   decrease    in   the    association

rate.   This  effect  is  not  specific  for  a  particular  cation;

Na+   and  organic   cations   have   the   same   ef fect    (Anderson   et

al.,1988) .   In  addition,   chemical  modification  of   external

channel   carboxyl   groups   alters   the   ion  conduction  and  the

ChTx   block    (MacKinnon   et   al.,    1989;   MacKinnon   and   Miller,

1989b).    Moreover,    bound   ChTx   prevents    the   change    in   ion

conduction     upon     chemical     modification.     Therefore,      the

external   surf ace   of   the   channel   indeed  carries   negatively

charged  groups  that  are  involved  in  toxin  binding.  Together

these    results    are    consistent   with   the    existence    of    an

electrostatic  component  in  the  toxin-channel  interaction.

The  discovery  of  a  high  af f inity  ligand  that  interacts

with   the   most    important    functional    region   of    the    Ca2+-

activated   K+   channel,    the   catalytic   unit,    opened   up   new

possibilities    for   studying   K+   channels.    The   toxin   would

eventually   be   used   as   a   probe   of   the   otherwise   ".obscure"

pore  of  the  channel.

The  simplest  idea  behind  structure-function  studies  in

proteins   is   locally  to  alter  the  structure  and  follow  the
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functional     consequence     of     a    particular     change.     Site-

directed  mutagenesis  is  the  technique  used  to  substitute  a

particular     amino     acid     residue     on     a    protein     through

alteration  of  the  corresponding  codon  in  its  DNA  sequence.

In   order   to   carry   out   structure-function   studies   on

the   toxin-channel   interaction   a   synthetic   ChTx   gene   was

designed    to    allow    the    functional    expression    of    ChTx.

Recombinant   ChTx  was   synthesized  in  bacteria   as  part   of   a

fusion  protein  and  purified   (Park   et   al.,1990) .   By  using

recombinant  ChTx  mutants  it  was  demonstrated  that  a  single

toxin    residue,     lysine     at     position     27,     mediates     the

interaction  between  bound  toxin  and  K+  ions  inside  the  pore

(Park   and   Miller,1992a).    Substitutions   of    lysine   27   by

neutral      amino     acid     residues      abolished     the     voltage

dependence  of  the  ChTx  dissociation  rate.   Only  toxins  with

a  positive  charge  at  position  27   (1ysine  or  arginine)   were

destabilized  by    K+  ions  coming  from  the  internal  side.

The   solution   structure   of   ChTx  was   solved  by  nuclear

magnetic   resonance    (NMR;   Bontems   et   al.,1991b,.   Bontems   et

al.,1992) .   ChTx  is  a  rigid  peptide  consisting  mostly  of  a

triple   stranded  antiparallel   P-sheet   and   a   single   Ch-helix
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attached   to   one   side   of   the   P-sheet.   Additionally,    three

disulfide  bonds  stabilize  the  structure.   ChTx  appears  to  be

suitable   for   site   directed  mutagenesis   studies   since   its

overall  well  stabilized  structure  is  unlikely  to  be  altered

by  single  point  mutations.

The  amino  acid  residues   involved  in  the  toxin-channel

interaction   were   identif led   by   mutation   of   almost   every

residue   in  ChTx  and  measurement  of   the  ef fect  of  mutations

on   the   toxin   binding    (Park   and   Miller,    1992b;    Stampe   et

al. ,        1994).       For       eight       amino-acid       residues,        even

conservative     mutations     altered     the     dissociation     rate

constant    by    a    factor    greater    than    eight.    These    eight

residues   were   considered   as   functionally   crucial   and   are

spatially   segregated   from   the   ones   which   have   no   ef fect

even   upon   substitution   with   a   chemically   dif ferent   amino

acid.   The  functionally  crucial  residues  are  located  on  the

P-sheet   face,    which   is   referred   to   as   the    ''interaction

surface"  of  the  toxin.   From  the  analysis  of  the  interaction

surface  of  the  toxin,  a  rough  picture  of  the  receptor  toxin

binding  site  was  deduced  on  the  basis  of  complementarity  of

the  contact  surfaces  in  protein-protein  interactions.
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2.   Cloning  of  a  K+  channel

The  cloning  of  a  K+  channel  was  the  other  crucial  step

in   understanding   K+   channels   and   in   obtaining   structural

information.   Because  no  K+  channel  has  yet  been  purified  in

large   quantities,    the   cloning   strategy   was   not   based   on

knowledge  of  the  protein  product  of  the  gene.   A  particular

DrosophiJa  mutant  was  known  to  ''shake"   its  legs  under  ether

anesthesia.   Functional  studies  attributed  this  behavior  to

the    lack    of    or    alteration    of    a    voltage-activated    K+

current.    The    gene    napped    to    the    Shaker    locus    on    the

Drosophila     X     chromosome.      By     chromosome     walking,      DNA

f ragments   from  the   Shaker  locus  were   obtained  and  used  to

screen  a  CDNA  library;   transcripts  from  the  CDNA  clone  were

tested   for   functional   expression   in   oocytes   from   Xenopus

laevis    to    isolate    the    Shaker    gene.     The    Shaker    locus

encoded  a  transiently  voltage-activated  K+  channel   denoted

the   Shaker  K+   channel    (Timpe   et   al.,1988;   Tempel   et   al.,

1987)  .

The   availability  of   the   Shaker  K+   channel   clone   made

possible  for  the  first  time  structure-function  studies  on  a

K+   channel.    The   predicted   membrane   topology   based   on   the
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hydropathy   prof ile   of   the   deduced   amino   acid   sequence   of

the   Shaker   K+   channel   is   shown   in   figure   1.2    (Catterall,

1988;     Tempel    et    al.,1987).     The    channel    comprises    six

putative    transmembrane    segments.     The    amino    and    carboxy

termini   are   both   located   on   the   cytoplasmic   side   of   the

membrane.   The   channel   presumably   is   formed  by   the   assembly

of     four    identical    subunits,     each    containing    the     six

putative     transmembrane     domains,     and     arranged     about     a

central  pore   (a  four-fold  symmetry  axis) .

S5-S6 tinker
!!

>

Channel

hi
Figure  1.2.     Predicted  transmembrane  topology  of  the  Sjlaker  K+  channel.
The  hydropathy  profile  predicted  6   transmenforane   spanning   regions    (Sl
to  S6) .   The   segment   connecting   the  S5   and  S6   transmembrane   domain,   S5-
S6   1inker   is   shorn   in  bold.   The   channel    (right  panel)   presumably  has
four-fold   symmetry.   Each   subunit    (circles)    correspond   to   one   peptide
with  its  6  transmembrane  spanning  regions  as  shown  in  the  left  panel.

Native    ChTx     (ChTx    purified    from    the    venom    of    the

scorpion   Leiurus   quinquestrlatus)    displayed   high   affinity
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for     the     Sj]aker     K+     channel      (MacKinnon     et     al.,      1988;

MacKinnon     and    Miller,      1989a;     MacKinnon     et     al.,      1990,.

MacKinnon,   1991)  .   The  known  pore-blocking  mechanism  of   ChTx

on     the     Ca2+-activated     K+     channel     and     the     proposed

electrostatic   component   of   the   toxin-channel    interaction

was   exploited   to   localize   amino   acid   residues   lining   the

pore  of  the  Shaker  K+  channel   (MacKinnon  and  Miller,   1989a;

MacKinnon    et    al.,1990).    If    the    highly   basic    toxin    is

indeed  attracted  to  its  binding  site  by  negatively  charged

residues,   then  neutralization  of  such  residues  would  affect

toxin   binding.   The   negatively   charged   amino   acid   residues

located  on  the  putative   extracellular   loops   of   the   Sj2aker

K+   channel   were   mutated.   Out   of   all   the   mutated   residues

only     one,      at     position     422,      located     in     the     segment

connecting    the    S5     and    S6     transmembrane    domain,      (S5-S6

1inker;,     figure    1.2    and    1.3),     affected    toxin    affinity

(MacKinnon   and   Miller,1989a).    The   effect   on   the   binding

energy  of  charge-altering  mutations  at  position  422,   by  one

unit     (substitution    with   neutral    residue)    or    two    units

(substitution   with   positively   charged   residue) ,    was   well

described   by   Coulomb's   law.    Additionally,    mutations   that
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conserved   the  negatively  charged  residue   at   422   showed  no

effect   on   toxin   affinity.    Therefore,    channel   residue   422

stabilizes   the   toxin   in   its   binding   site   via   a   through-

space   electrostatic   interaction.   Consequently,   residue   422

is   located  near  the  toxin  binding  site  and  resides  on  the

external   mouth   of   the   channel   pore,    where   the   toxin   is

known  to  bind.

Further  mutational  analysis  of  the  S5-S6  linker  of  the

Shaker  K+   channel   identif led   several   other   residues   that

affect  toxin  binding  in  one  of  two  different  ways,   through

electrostatic  mechanisms  or  through  possible  steric  ef f ects

(MacKinnon  et   al.,1990)  .

In    conclusion,     the    effect    of    mutations    on    toxin

binding  allowed  the   identification  of   the   S5-S6   linker  of

the  Sj2aker  K+  channel  as  f orming  part  of  the  external  mouth

of  the  channel  pore.

The   same   mutational   analysis   approach  was   applied   to

identif led  channel   residues   lining  the  narrow  part   of   the

pore.   For   this  purpose,   a   smaller  channel  blocker   such   as

tetraethylammonium   ion    (TEA)    was   u.sed   as   a   probe   rather

than   toxin.    Residues    on    the    S5-S6    linker    affecting   TEA
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Figure   1.3.      Current  model   of   the  membrane   topology  and  partial   amino
acid  sequence  of  the  Shaker  K+  channel.   The  hydropathy  profile  predicts
6   transmembrane   spanning   regions    (Sl   to   S6;    figure   1.2).    Structure-
function     studies     place     the     segment     connecting     the     S5     and     S6
transmembrane   domains    (S5-S6    linker)    as   partially   dipping    into    the
plane  of  the  membrane.   The  functionally  important  regions   for  external
TEA   binding    (*),    internal   TEA   binding    (+)    and   toxin   binding    (^)    are
shown.   The  K+  channel  signature  sequence  is  underlined...
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block  applied  on  the  internal   (cytoplasmic)   or  the  external

(extracellular)    face   of    the    channel   were    identified   by

site-directed     mutagenesis      (figure     1.3;      MacKinnon     and

Yellen,1990;   Yellen   et   al.,1991).   At   two   positions,    431

and  449,   external   TEA  affinity  was   altered  while   internal

TEA   affinity   remained   unchanged.    However,    the   effect    of

mutating  residue  449  on  TEA  affinity  is  more  than  one  order

of   magnitude   larger   than   the   effect   at   position   431.   The

internal  TEA  af f inity  was  altered  upon  mutation  of  residue

441.   The  external  TEA  affinity  was   insensitive  to  mutation

at  441.   Because  residue  441   is  approximately  in  the  middle

of   the   segment   between   431   and   449,   at   least   part   of   the

segment    after   residue   431   must    enter   the   plane   of    the

membrane    and    reappear    again    on    the    external    side    at

position  449.

Experiments        with        chimeric        channe 1 s        provided

independent    evidence    for    the    association    of    a    linear

segment   in   the   S5-S6   1inker   in   the   formation   of   the   ion

conduction   pathway.   A   21   amino   acid   segment   of   the   S5-S6

linker   was   exchanged   between   related   voltage-activated   K+

channels  that  dif f er  in  their  conduction  properties  and  TEA
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blockade.    The    chimeric    channel    acquired    the    conduction

properties  and  TEA  af f inity  characteristics  of  the   channel

donor   of   the   the   S5-S6   linker   segment    (Hartmann   et   al.,

1991) .   Additionally,   point  mutations  in  the  S5-S6  linker  of

an   alternatively   spliced   Shaker   K+   channel   were   shown   to

alter  the  ionic  selectivity   (Yool  and  Schwarz,   1991) .

Altogether,    the   above   studies   and   other   additional

studies    defined    a    linear    amino    acid    sequence,     between

residues   431   and   449,    lining   the   ion   conduction   pathway.

The    segment    between    amino    acid    431    and    449     (Shaker   K+

channel   numbering),    is   usually   referred   to   as   the   pore-

forming  region  or  P-region  in  voltage-activated  K+  channels

(figure   1.3,.   MacKinnon  and  Miller,1989a;   MacKinnon  et   al.,

1990;   MacKinnon  and  Yellen,1990;   Yellen  et   al.,1991;   Yool

and   Schwarz,1991;   Hartmann   et   al.,1991;   Heginbotham   and

MacKinnon,     1992;    Heginbotham    et    al.,     1992,.    Kavanaugh    et

al.,1991;   Kavanaugh   et   al.,1992,.   Kirsch  et   al.,1992;   De

Biasi  et  al.,1993)  .

Further   evidence   had   conf irmed   that   residues   in   the

S5-S6   linker   determine   ion   selectivity.    On   the   basis   of

sequence   comparison   between   the   S5-S6   linker   of   voltage-
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activated    K+    channels    and    cyclic    nucleotide-gated    ion

channels,   mutant   K+   channels  were   designed  which  displayed

several    ion   conduction   properties   of    cyclic   nucleotide-

gated    channels,     including    the     lack    of    discrimination

between   Na+   and   K+   ions    (Heginbotham   et   al.,1992)  .    These

results  suggest,   even  if   in  an  unknown  way,   that  the  S5-S6

1inker   is   involved   in   the   formation   of   the   selectivity

filter  of  K+  channels.   This  idea  had  firmly  been  supported

by  mutagenesis   studies   on   a   short   stretch   of   eight   amino

acids  located  in  the  previously  defined  P-region,   which  are

extremely  conserved  among  K+  channels.   This  region  has  been

called   the   K+   channel   signature   sequence    (Heginbotham   et

al.'    1994).

Other   regions   of   the   voltage-activated   K+   channels,

such   as   the   S4-S5   loop   and   the   S6   segment   had   also   been

shown   to   affect   K+   permeation    (Jam   and   Jam,    1994,.   Choi   et

al.,1993;    Slesinger   et    al.,1993;    Lopez    et    al.,1994),.

however,   most   of   the   evidence   favors   the   P-region   as   the

main   determinant   of   K+   selectivity   in   the   ion   conduction

pathway.
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To   date,    a   great   diversity   of   K+   channels   has   been

cloned   including   a   Ca2+-activated   K+   channel    (Anderson   et

al.,     1992;    Atkinson   et    al.,    1991,.    Baumann   et    al.,     1988,.

Bruggemann   et   al.,    1993;    Butler   et   al.,    1989,.    Butler   et

al.,    1993;    Frech   et   al.,    1989,.    Ho   et    al.,    1993;    Kamb   et

al.,1988;    Kubo   et   al.,1993a,.    Kubo   et   al.,1993b,.    Pak   et

al.,     1991;    Pongs    et    al.,    1988;    Schachtman   et    al.,     1992;

Sentenac   et   al.,1992,.   Tempel   et   al.,1987,.   Warmke   et   al.,

1991;    Wei    et    al.,1990;    Yokoyama   et    al.,1989).    Sequence

alignment    of    dif ferent    cloned    K+    channel    reveals    the

highest  degree  of  identity  between  the  fifth  and  the  sixth

putative   transmembrane   segments,   the   S5-S6   1inker   (Agus   et

al.,1989;    Jam   and   Jam,1990;    Heginbotham   et   al.,1994).

Also,    other    K+    channel    inhibitors,    collectively    called

scorpion   toxins,    that   are   closely   related   to   ChTx,    have

been  purified   (Garcia  et  al.,1991;   Gimenez-Gallego  et  al.,

1988,.    Galvez    et    al.,1990,.    Lucchesi    et    al.,1989).     The

mechanism  of  inhibition  of  the  new  scorpion  toxins  is  known

to   be   the   same   pore-blocking  mechanism   described   for   ChTX

on    the    Ca2+-activated    K+    channel     (Candia    et    al.,     1992;

Giangiacomo  et  al. ,   1992)  .
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Chimeras  between  toxin  sensitive  and  toxin  insensitive

K+    channels    demonstrated   that    the   main   linear   component

that  determines  the  receptor  toxin  binding  site  in  voltage-

activated     K+      channels      is      the      S5-S6      linker.      Toxin

sensitivity   was    transferred   with   the    S5-S6    1inker    from

toxin  sensitive  to  toxin  insensitive.  K+  channels   (Gross  et

al.,1994).

3.   Specific  Shaker  K+  channel  inhibitorg.

The  experiments  described  in  the  previous  section  were

carried    out    with    native    ChTx.     In    contrast,     chemically

synthesized  ChTx  exhibited  an  unexpectedly  low  af f inity  for

the'   Shaker   K+    channel     (Oliva    et    al.,1991).    Therefore,

other    components    in    the    native    ChTx    preparation    must

account   for   the   activity   observed   against   the   Shaker   K+

channel.     This     finding    motivated    the     search    for    high

af f inity     inhibitors     from     scorpion     venom     specif ically

directed  against  the  Shaker  K+  channel.

Three   new   peptide    inhibitors,    Agitoxin   1,    2    and   3

(AgTx   1,    2   and   3),    were   purified   on   the   basis   of   their

affinity   for   the   Shaker  K+   channel   (Garcia   et   al.,1994).
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Agitoxins   are   38   amino  acids   in  length  and  are   related  in

their    amino    acid    sequence    to    ChTx    and    other    scorpion

toxins.   However,   on  the  basis  of  their  sequence  alignment,

AgTxs  fall  in  a  different.  class  from  ChTx.

Although   the   scorpion   toxins   exhibit   some   overlap   in

their     receptor     specif icity,      they     tend     clearly     to

dif ferentiate     between     Ca2+-activated     K+     channels     and

voltage-activated   K+   channels.    Agitoxins   appear   to   block

specif ically    the     Shaker    K+     channel     and    many    of     its

mammalian   homologues.    However,    Stiaker   K+   channels   with   a

single   substitution,   Phe425  with  Gly   (F425G),   on  a   residue

located    in    the    S5-S6    1inker    of    the    Shaker    K+    channel

increases   the   ChTx   affinity  by   3   orders   of   magnitude,   to

the      picomolar      range       (Goldstein      and      Miller,       1993).

Complementary   mutagenesis    on    the    toxin    and    the    channel

suggests  that  Phe425  causes  steric  hindrance  which  prevents

strong  binding  of  ChTx  to  the  wild-type  Shaker  K+  channel.

The      present      thesis      describes      studies      on      the

interaction   of   these   new   high   af f inity  peptides   with   the

Shaker    K+     channel.     The    ultimate     goal     was     to     obtain
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structural    information    on    the    outer    mouth    of    the    ion

conduction  pathway  of  a  cloned  K+  channel.

For   presentation,    this   work   has   been   divided    into

chapters.   The  second  chapter  describes  the  methodology  used

to    synthesize    recoTnbinant    AgTxs    from    the    gene    to    the

protein   and   the   electrophysiological   characterization   of

these       toxins.       The       third       chapter       describes       the

characteristics   of   the   solved   three-dimensional   structure

of    AgTx2.    The    fourth    chapter    describes    a    new    approach

developed   to   assign   the   spatial    location   of   amino   acid

residues   in  the  S5-S6   1inker  of   the   Shaker  K+  channel  with

respect   to   the   known  AgTx2   structure.   The   fifth   and   last

chapter  describes  further  applications  of  the  methodology.

Altogether     this     work     has     placed     strong     spatial

constraints  on  amino  acids  in  the  P-region  of  the  Sjlaker  K+

channel   which   must   be   incorporated   in   future   structural

models .



Chapter  2

SYNTHESIS   AND   CHARACTERIZATION  OF   THREE   INHIBITORS
OF  VOI.TAGE-DEPENDENT  K+   cllANNELs   FROM  LEruRus

QUIRTQUESTRATUS  VP[R.   HEBRAEUS  VENC"

Agitoxins    purif led  from  scorpion  venom  were  described

as   potent   inhibitors   of   the   Shajcer   K+   channel   and   other

related  voltage   activated   K+   channels.   The   suitability  of

using  AgTxs  as  structural  probes  of  the  pore-forming  region

of    the   Sjiaker   K+   channel   depends   on   the   possibility   of

being   genetically   manipulated.    This   was   achieved   by   the

design    of    an   AgTx   gene    capable    of    being    expressed    in

bacteria    as    a    fusion    protein.    Because    of    the    limited

quantities   of   purif led  native   toxin,   all   the   biophysical

characterization    of    the    AgTxs    block    of    the    Shaker    K+

channel  was  done  with  recombinant  AgTxs.

The   amino   acid   sequences   determined   for   the   purif led

native  AgTxs   1,   2   and  3   are  shown  in  figure  2.1   (Garcia  et

al.,1994) .   Agitoxins  are  38  amino  acids  in  length  and  have
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no  tryptophan  or  tyrosine  residues. `Therefore  they  are  not

detectable   by  UV  absorption   at   280   nm.   AgTx2   differs   from

AgTxl   by   four   amino   acid   residues   at   positions   7,    15,    29

and   31.   AgTx3   differs   from   AgTx2   in   a   single   residue   at

position  7.

1         5         10         15         20         25         30         35
`1,                   `1,                           `1,                        `1,                           `1,                        `1,                           `1,                           `1,

AgTxl         GVP INVKCTGS PQCLKPCKDAGMRFGKC INGKCHCTPK

AgTx2         GVP I NVS CTGS PQCIKPCKDAGMRFGKCENRKCHCTPK

AgTx3         GVP I NVECTGS PQCLKPCKDAGMRFGKC INGKCHCTPK

Figure  2.1.     Amino  acid  sequence  of  Agitoxins.   The  arrows  correspond  to
the    residues    numbered    above    the    AgTxl    sequence.     The    amino    acid
dif ferences   between   AgTxl   and   AgTx2   are   shown   in   bold   on   the   AgTx2
sequence.    AgTx3    differs    from    AgTx2    in    one    residue     (shown    double
underlined      on      the      AgTx3      sequence).       The      amino-acid      sequence
determination  was   done   at  Merck   Research  Laboratories   as   follow:   the
purif led   sample   was   reacted   with   iodoacetic   acid   and   the   alkylated
toxin   purified   by   reversed-phase   HPLC.    The   toxin   was   digested   with
endoproteinase  Lys-C,   and  the  fragTnents  were  purified  by  reversed-phase
HPLC.    Amino-terminal   Edman   degradation   was   performed   using   a   Porton
2090  microsequencer.

Two     of     the     three     AgTxs,     AgTxl     and    AgTx2,      were

synthesized    by     recombinant     methods.     The     synthesis     of

recombinant   AgTxs    is   described   below,    starting   from   the

des igning       of        the       gene       and       fol lowed       by       the

electrophysiological     characterization     which     demostrates
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their  identities  as  active  components  against  the  Shaker  K+

channel .
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K+  Channel  mutagrenegis  and  expression.

Shaker   K+   channel   clone   was   in   a   Bluescript   vector

(Stratagene,   La  Jolla,   CA) .   The  clone  used  in  these  studies

contains  a  deletion  of  residues  6  to  46   in  order  to  remove

the    fast    inactivation   domain   of    the    Shaker   K+    channel

(Shaker   IR,   or   inactivation   removed,.   Hoshi   et   al.,1990).

Otherwise    it    exhibits    the    same    characteristics    as    the

Shajcer       K+       channel.        The       modification       facilitated

electrophysiological     recording.     Mutant     channel     clones,

E422K,    T449K   and   D431N,   were   available   in   the   laboratory.

All   channel   mutations   were   carried   out   by   complementary

strand   synthesis    (Kunkel,1985).    The   mutant    clones    were

selected   by   dideoxy   DNA   sequencing    (Sanger   et   al.,1977) .

The    vector   was    linearized   with   Hind    Ill    and    in   vitro

transcribed  using  T7  polymerase.   The   CRNA  was   expressed  in

Xenopus  oocytes,   stage  VI,   by  microinjection   (Mackinnon  et

al.,1988) .   Xenopris  Jaevis  were   anesthetized  by  cooling  on

ice  before   removal   of   the   oocytes  by  surgery.   The   oocytes

were  defolliculated  by  incubation  with  collagenase   (3mg/ml)
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for   1.5-2   hours,    at   room   temperature    (21-23   °C),    in   Ca2+-

free  solution  containing  in  millimolar:   82.5  Nacl,   2.5  KC1,

1    Mgc12,     5    Hepes,    pH    7.6     (NaoH).    After    the    collagenase

treatment,    the   oocytes   were   rinsed   repeatedly   (4-6   times)

and    stored    at    18    °C    in    buf fer    solution    containing    in

millimolar:   96  Nacl,   2   Kcl,   1.8   Cac12,   1  Mgc12,   5   Hepes,   pH

7.6    (NaoH)   plus  gentamycin   (50prg/ml)  .

Electrophygiological  recording.

The      K+      currents      were      recorded      using      a      two-

microelectrode  voltage  clamp  amplifier   (Warmer  instruments)

operated  under  computer  control.   Channels  were  expressed  to

a   level   of   0.5   to   1.5   HA   (correponding   to   1-2   days   after

injection)   of  current  elicited  during  a  50  ms  depolarizing

step    from   a   holding   potential    of    -70    mv   to    0    mv.    The

oocytes   were   continously  per fused  with   buffer    (containing

in   millimolar   96   Nac1,    2   Kcl,    0.3   Cac12,    1   Mgc12,    5   Hepes,

pH    7.6     (NaoH),     (control    records).    The    toxin   at    a    given

concentration  was  added  to  the  buffer  just.  before  per fusion

through      a      separated      per fusion      line.       To      minimize

nonspecif ic  sticking  of  toxin  to  the  recording  chamber  and
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per fusion  lines   50   LLg/ml   of  bovine   serum  albumin  was   added

along  with  the   toxin.   The   corresponding  AgTx     was   removed

after  reaching  equilibrium  to  demostrate  full  recovery  .from

blockade.    On    the    case    of    AgTxl    this    was    not    feasible

because   its   dissociation   rate   is   very   slow   (more   than   15
\

minutes).     All     experiments     were     carried     out     at     room

temperature,   21-23  °c.
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Construction  of  the  AgTxl  gene

The   f irst   gene   constructed   was   the   gene   coding   for

AgTxl.     The    gene    encoding    AgTx2    was    constructed    by    PCR

amplif ication       of       the       AgTxl       gene       using       mutant

oligonucleotides  as  primers.

The   AgTxl   gene   was   synthesized   as   described   by   Park

and    Miller     (Park    et    al.,     1990).     The    general    strategy

followed   in   constructing   the   AgTxl   gene    is   depicted   in

figure   2.2A.   A  nucleotide   sequence  deduced  from  the   amino-

acid   sequence   was   designed   to   encode   AgTxl    (figure   2.28).

Four   overlapping   oligonucleotides,    which   together   encode

AgTxl      (see     figure     2.2)      were     chemically     synthesized,

purified,    phosphorylated   and   ligated.    For   the   subsequent

cloning,   the  AgTxl  gene  generated  in  these  way  included  two

flanking  restriction  sites,   Sal   I   and  Hind  Ill.   The  toxin

was  intended  to  be  produced  in  bacteria  as  a  fusion  protein

wich    T7gene9    bacteria    protein,     therefore,     a     specific

recognition  site  for  protease  cleavage  was  included  at  the



Sal I        **"

AgTx 1 gene

Hindlll      +

iiE

a. Oa//==,=---=-

pCSP105
Figure   2.2.     (A   and   8).       General   strategy   for   the   construction   and
expression    of    the    AgTxl    gene.    A.     Two    overlapping    oligonucleotide
duplexes    were    designed    according    to    the   AgTxl    nucleotide    sequence
deduced       from       the       amino-acid       sequence       of       AgTxl.       The       four
oligonucleotides   (labeled  1   to  4,   see     sequence  below)   were  chemically
synthesized   on   an   Applied   Biosystems   model    391    I)NA   synthesizer   and
purified,   pbosphorylated,   annealed  and  ligated  together.   The  synthetic
AgTxl  gene  containing  the  flanking  restriction  sites  gal  I  and  Hind  Ill
was  inserted  as  a  cassette  into  the  pCSP105  vector   (kindly  provided  by
Park  and  Miller  at  Brandeis) .   The  sequence  of  the  synthetic  AgTxl  gene
was  confirmed  by  dideoxy  sequencing  across  the  gal  I  Hind  Ill  cassette.
The   filled   circles   represent   a   phosphate   group.    The   stars   show   the
enteropeptidase    recognition    site.    a.    The    synthetic   AgTxl    gene    was
ligated  to  the  pCSP105  vector   (see  figure  2.3)   previously  digested  with
Sail  and  Hind  Ill.
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Primer  #2
Gce-AAC-TAT-CGT-CGT-CAA-GTC-GAA-GAG-AAA-GTA-ATC-GAA-TTC-GAG-CTC-

gall       D       D       D       KJG    v    p             I
Gce-CGG-GGA-TCC-TCT-AGA-GTC-GAG-CAT-GAG-CAT-AAG-GGG-GTC-CCC-ATC-

NVKCTGSPQCLKPCKD
AACIGTG-AAG-TGC-Ace-GGG-AGC-CCG-GAG-TGT-CTG-AAG-CCC-TGT-AAG-GAC-

AGMRFGKCINGKCHCT
GCG-GGC-ATG-AGO-TIT-GGG-AAA-TGC-ATC-AAC-GGG-AAG-TGC-CAC-TGC-ACC-

PK
CCC-AAG-TAG-AAG-CTT-ATC-CAT-GAT-AAG-CTG-TCA-AAC-ATG-AGA-ATT-CTT-

Hind  Ill

GAA-GAG-GAA-AGG-Gce-TCG-'I'GA-TAC-GCC-TAT-TTT-TAT-AGG-TTA-ATG-TCA-
Primer  #3

TGA-TAA-TAA-TGG-TTT-CTT-AGA-CGT-CAG-GTG-GCA-CTT-TTC-GGG-G
Primer  #4

Figure  2.2.   C.  Nucleotide  sequence  for  the  synthetic  AgTxl  gene  and  its
flanking   regions.    The   encoded   amino   acid   sequence   is   shown    (single
letter  code) .   The  AgTxl  gene  corresponds  to  the  sequence  flanked  by  the
Sail     and     Hind     Ill     restriction     sites.      The     arrow     shows      the
enteropeptidase  recognition  site   (DDDK  linker) .   The  primers  #2,   3  and  4
are   used   as   flanking  primers   for   PCR.    1)    5'TC-GAG-CAT-GAC-CAT-AAG-GGG-
GTC-CCC-ATC-AAC-GTG-AAG-TGC-Ace-GGG-AGC-CCG-CAG-TGT-CTG-AAG          3 '.           2 )
5'CCC-TGT-AAG-GAG-GCG-GGC-ATGnAGG-TTT-GGG-AAA-TGC-ATC-AAC~GGG-AAG-TGC-
CAC-TGC-Ace-CCC-AAG-TAG-A      3 I.       3)       AG-CTT-CTA-CTT-GGG-GOT-GCA-GIG-GCA-
CTT-CCC-GTT-CAT-GCA-TTT-CCC-AAA-CCT-CAT-GCC-CGC-GTC-CT   3 I.    4)    5 I    T-ACA-
GGG-CTT-GAG-ACA-CTG-CGG-GCT-ccc-GOT-GCA~cTT-cAc-GTr-CAT-GGG-GAG-ccc-
CTT-ATC-GTC-ATC-G   3 I  .

amino  terminal  end  of  the  coding  region.  The  cleavage  site

corresponds    to    the    amino    acid    sequence    Asp-Asp-Asp-Lys

(DDDK     in     single     letter     code)      which     is     specifically

recognized  by  enteropeptidase.
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The   original  pCSP105   vector   (kindly  given  by  Park  and

Miller    at    Brandeis,     see        figure    2.2A    and    2.3),     which

contains  the  ChTx  gene  between  f lanking  sites  for  gal  I  and

Hind   Ill,   was   digested   with   gal   I   and   Hind   Ill,    and   the

synthetic   AgTxl   gene   was   inserted   in   place   of   ChTx   as   a

cassette   (figure  2.2A)  .

The   final   expression   vector,    pCSP105-AgTxl,    is   shown

in   figure   2.3.    The   DNA   sequence   for   the   synthetic   AgTxl

gene    was     conf irmed    by    dideoxy    sequencing    between     the

flanking  sequences  gal  I  and  Hind  Ill.

Hind Ill/
Agltoxln

pCSP105-AgTx 1
5.7Kb \Jsa?PDI

T7gene9

T7 promoter

DDDK Iinker

Figure  2+     The  expression  vector  for  AgTxl.  The  vector  is  designed  to
express     a     T7gene9-I)DDK-AgTxl     fusion    protein.     The    AgTxl     gene     was
inserted  into  Sail   and  Hind  Ill   sites   of   the  pCSP105   original  vector.
The   coding   region   for   AgTxl   is   solid   white   and   the   enteropeptidase
recognition  site   is   hatched.   Ampr.   ampicillin   resistance,.   ori,   origin
of  replication.
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Construction  of  the  AgTx2  gene

The  AgTx2   gene  was   constructed  f ron  the  AgTxl   gene  by

PCR     amplification     using     the     pCSP105-AgTxl     plasmid     as

template  and  primers  #2  and  #4   as   flanking  primers   (figure

2.2C).     Two    primers    were    designed,     each    containing    two

amino-acid   substitution,    which   in total   account   f or   the

four   amino   acid   differences   between   Agtxl   and   2    (figure
I

I

2.1) .   One  primer  contains  the  Lys  to  Ser  at  position  7   and
1Leu  to   Iie   at  position  15   substitutions.   The  other  primer

contains   the   Iie   to  Met   at   position  29   and  Gly  to  Arg   at

position    31    substitutions.    Two    ihdependent    PCR   reaction

were      carried     out,      one      for     each     primer     with     the

corresponding   flanking   primer.    Each   PCR   product   was   gel
i

purif led   and   used   as   a   primer   to   carry   out   a   second   PCR
1

reaction  which   covered   the   entire  AgTx2   gene.   The   product

of      the      second     PCR     reaction     tag     phenol      extracted,

precipitated  and  digested  with  Sal   I  and  Hind  Ill.   The  gal

I-Hind   Ill   fragment   was   gel   purified   and   inserted   as   a

cassette   into   the   pCSP105   vector.   The   confirmation   of   the

AgTx2   sequence   was   done   by   dideoxy   DNA   sequencing   between

the  flanking  sequences  Sal  I  and  Hind  Ill.
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ExpregBion  and  purification  of  recombinant  AgTx

The   expression   and   purif ication   of   both,    AgTxl   and.

AgTx2  was  performed  essentially  as   described   (Park  et   al.,

1990;   Garcia  et  al.,1994) .   E.coil  DHl  was  used  for  plasmid

propagation    and   DE-3     (BL-21)     for    the    expression    of    the

fusion   protein   containing   the   toxin    (gene9-DDDK-AgTx).    E.

coil   DE-3   harboring   the   pCSP105-AgTx   vector   were   cultured

at   379C   in  rich  LB  media     in  the  presence   of   100   ug/ml   of

ampicillin.     The    cells    were    induced    to    produce    fusion

protein   under   the   control   of   the   T7   promoter  by   adding   1

ml/I   of   0.5   mM   isopropyl   P-D-thiogalactoside    (IPTG)  .   After

2-2.5   hours   the   cells   were   harvested   by   centrifugation,

washed  with  extraction  buffer   (containing  in  millimolar:   10

tris-Hcl  pH.8,   50  Nacl  and  2  Na-EDTA)   and  the  pellet   stored

at   -7o°C.   The   cells   were   sonicated,    and   the   isolation   of

the     fusion    protein    was    carried    out    by    ion    exchange

chromatography.      The     toxin     sample     was     loaded     onto     a

diethylaminoethyl      cellulose      (DE-52)       column     previously

equilibrated   with    buffer    containing    in    mM:     50    Tris-HCI

pH.7,   50  Nacl  and  5   2-P-mercaptoethanol.   The   fusion  protein

was    fractionated    by   using    a    50    to    500    mM    Nacl    linear
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gradient.    Fractions    containing    the    fusion   protein    were

identified  by  Coomassie  stained  SDS-PAGE  gels,   combined  and

dialyzed   overnight   against   10   mM   Tris-Hcl   and   0.5   mM   2-P-

mercaptoethanol,    pH    7.    The    toxin    was    cleaved    from    the

fusion  protein  by   incubation   for   23   to   32   hours   at   37   °C

with   enteropeptidase    (200    U/mg   of    fusion   protein)    along

with   5   mM   Cac12.    The   extinction   coefficient   used   for   the

fusion  protein  was   1   mg/A28o.   The   toxin  was   purified   from

the  fusion  protein  also  by  ion  exchange   chromatography   (SP

sephadex)  .   After  washing  the  column  with  10  mM  NaoH  and  150

mM     Nacl      solution     it     was      equilibrated     with     buf fer

containing,    in   millimolar,    50   INac1,    10   Na-borate    and   10

Na2C03,   pH   9.0   and   eluted  with   a   pH   step   from   9.0   to   12.0

(buffer    containing    in    mM,     20    Nacl,     10    Na2HP04     and    10

Na2C03).     After    adjust    the    pH    of    the    toxin    sample    to

approximately     6.0,      the     sample     was     loaded     onto     a     C8

reversed-phase        HPLC.         Mobile        phase        A        was         0.1%

trifluoroacetic   acid   in   H20   and   mobile   phase   a   contained

10.%    isopropanol    and    5%    acetonitrile    in    H20.     Toxin    was

eluted  using   the   following  gradient;   0-35%   mobile   phase   a

in  2   minutes,   then  35-90%8   in  40  minutes   and  90   to  100%8   in
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20     minutes.      Figure     2.4     shows     an     HPLC     profile     of     a

recombinant    toxin    fraction   eluted    from    the    SP    sephadex

column.   Under  this  conditions  recombinant  AgTx2  appear  as  a

single  peak,   more  than  90%  pure.

Individual     peaks     were     collected,     lyophilized     and

stored   at   -20   °C.   The   final   yield  was   0.6-1.2   mg   of   toxin

per  liter  of  bacteria  culture.  Verification  of  the  identity

of  the  purif led  material  was  done  by  mass   spectrometry  and

amino  acid  analysis   (Table  1) .

0.00                                                                                                   A                              60.00

Time, min

Figure  2.4.   Reversed-phase  HPLC  of  an  AgTx2  fraction.  A  fraction  eluted
from   the   sephadex   column   was   loaded   (following   pH   adjustment   to   6.o)
onto   a   C8   reversed-phase   HPLC   column.    Mobile   phase   A   contained   0.1%
trifluoroacetic    acid    in    H20    and    mobile    phase    a     contained    log
isopropanol   and   5%   ac!etonitrile   in   H20.    Toxin   was   eluted   using   the
following  gradient,.   0-35%  mobile  phase  a  in  2  minutes,   then  35-90%8  in
40   minutes   and  90   to  100%8  in  20  minutes.   The  arrow  indicate   the  AgTx2
peak.
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aspartic acid, asparaginc
g]utamjc acid, g]utaminc
Scrlnc
glycine
histidine
arginine
threoninc
alanine
proline
tyrosine
valine
me(hionine
cysteine
isolcucine
lcucine
phcnylalanine
lysine

2.63
0.98
I.77
4.06
0.95
2.08
2.06
I.06
3.99
ND
I.96
I.73

Table   2.1.       Amino   acid   analysis   of   recombinant   AgTxl   and   AgTx2.    The
amino  acid  analysis  was  done  at  the  the  BiopolyTners  Facilities,   Harvard
Medical   School  with  the   sample  purified  as  described  in  the   text.   ND,
not  detected.

Inhibition  of  Shaker  K+  channels  by  AgTxg

The  ability  of  recombinant  AgTxl  and  2   to  inhibit   the

ionic   current   passing   through   the   Shaker   K+   channel   was

tested    in   oocytes    of   X.Iaevis   expressing    the    Shajcer   K+

channel.    Current   was   recorded   using   a   two-microelectrode

voltage   clamp   amplifier.   The   inhibition   of   the   K+   current

elicited  by  voltage   steps   from  a  holding  potential   of   -80
3mv   to   0   mv   is   fully   reversible   as   shown   figure   2.5A.   The
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time    course    is    given    in    figure    2.58.    The    fraction    of

unblocked   current   that   remains   af ter   the   application   of

various   toxin  concentrations   is   shown   in   figure   2.5C.   The

inhibition    equilibrium    constant     (Ki)     was    obtained    from

these   dose-response   curves   for  AgTxl,   AgTx2   and   for   ChTx.

The   His   obtained     for  AgTxl   and  AgTx2   are   0.16   nM  and   0.64

nM,     respectively.     In    contrast,     the     Shaker    K+    channel

exhibits   a   significantly   lower   sensitivity   to   ChTx    (Ki   =

227     nM).     These     results     confirm     the     low     affinity     of

synthetic     ChTx     for     the     Shaker    K+     channel     previously

described   (01iva  et  al.,1991)  .

The  studies  in  which  ChTx  was  thought  to  be  the  active

component  responsible  for  Sfaaker  K+  channel  inhibition  were

also  carried  out  on  Shaker  K+  channels  with  point  mutations

(MacKinnon   and   Miller,1989a;    MacKinnon   et   al.,1990).    In

order   to   test   if  AgTx2   accounts   for   the   activity   against

the   Shaker   K+   channel   in   those   studies,   AgTx2   was   tested

against   the  same  mutant   channels.   AgTx2  was  used  initially

because   its   kinetics   resembled   those   previously   observed

and  because  AgTxl   has   a  very  slow  dissociation   rate    (data

not   shown)  .
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Figure  2.5.    (A  and  8) .      Inhibition  of  Sj]aker  K+  channels  by  Agitoxins.
A.     Sj2aker   K+    channels    were    expressed    in    Xenopus    oocytes.     Current
elicited  by  voltage  steps  of  50  ms  duration  from  a  holding  potential  of
-80   mv   to   0   mv   are   recorded   by   two-electrode   voltage   clamp.   After   5
traces   were    recorded   in   the   absence    of    toxin    (control    solution),
solution  containing  0.5  nm  AgTx2  was  per fused.   The  switch  of  per fusion
lines     was     done     by    computer     controlled     solenoides     valves.     Once
equilibrium   blockade   was   reached   toxin  was   removed  by  per fusing   with
control  solution.   The  inhibition  is  fully  reversed  upon  removal  of  the
toxin.   a.  Time  course  of  current.   The  solid  curves  c!orrespond  to  single
exponential  fits  with  ton  =  43.4  Sea  and  toff  =  72..4  Sea.
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and  ChTx   (squares) .   Curves  through  the  data  points   (least-squares   fit)
correspond    to    I/Io    =    Ki/(Ki     +     [Tx]),     where     [Tx]     is     the     toxin
concentration  and  Ki  is  the  inhibition  constant  for  the  given  toxin.  Ki
=   0.16,    0.64   and   227   nM   for  AgTxl,   AgTx2   and   ChTx,    respectively.   Each
point    is    the    mean    ±    SE     (or    range    of    mean)     of    2    to    7    separate
measurements .

Figure     2.6     shows     dose-response     curves     for     three

different   channel  mutants  at  residues  on  the  S5-S6   linker,

the   amino-acid   segment   forming   the   binding   site   for   the

presumed   ChTx.   The   single   substitution   of   Asp431   with  Asn

(D431N)      or     of     Thr449     with     Lys      (T449K)      confers     toxin

insensitivity.   In  contrast,   when  Glu422  is  substituted  with

a  Lys   (E422K),   the  toxin  affinity  decreases  by  a  factor  of
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14.   These  results   are  quantitatively  consistent  with  AgTx2

being  the  component  which  accounts  for  the  activity  against

the    Shaker    K+    channel    observed    in    past    studies    using

purified  ChTx  preparations.

10                          loo

l^gTX2|, nM

Figure   2.6.      Effect   of   Sriaker  K+   channel   mutations   on   inhibition   by
AgTx2.   The  fraction  of  unblocked  current,   I/Io  is  plotted  as  a  function
of   AgTx2   concentration   for   the   wild-type   Sdaker  K+   channel    (squares)
and    channel    with   point    mutations,    E422K    (filled    triangrles),     D431N
(circles)   and  T449K   (empty  triangles) .   The  inhibition  constants  for  the
wild-type   and   the   E422K   channel    is    0.64    and    9J   nM,    respectively.
Mutants  I)431N  and  T449K  are  insensitive  to  AgTx2  over  the  range  tested.
Recordings  were  perfomed  as  described  in  figure  2.5.   Each  point  is  the
mean  ±  SE   (or  range  of  mean)   of  2   to  7  separate  measurements.
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DISCUSSION

The  Agitoxins  are  related  in  their  amino  acid  sequence

to  ChTx  and  other  known  K+  channel  inhibitors  from  scorpion

venom.    The   common   feature   of   these   toxins   is   their   high

content   of  basic   residues,   1ysines   and  arginines,   as   well

as   the   presence   of   six   cysteine   residues.   Agitoxins   also

exhibit  unique  f eatures  such  as  the  characterisic  starting

sequence   of   three   amino   acids,    Gly-Val-Pro,    at   the   amino

terminal  end  of  the  peptide  and  the  high  content  of  proline

residues .

On   the   basis   of   the   alignment   of   their   amino   acid

sequences   with  respect   to   the   six  cysteines,   the   scorpion

toxins  fall  into  three  subclasses   (figure  2.7) .   Subclass  I,

ChTx    (Gimenez-Gallego   et   al.,1988),    IbTx    (Galvez   et   al.,

1990)    and   Lq2     (Lucchesi   et   al.,1989);    subclass    11,    NXTx

(Possani    et    al.,     1982)     and    MgTx     (Garcia-Calvo    et    al.,

1993),     and    finally    class    Ill    comprising    the    new    class

described  in  this  chapter,   AgTxs   (Garcia  et  al.,1994),   and

Ktx      (Romi     et     al.,      1993,.     see     figure     2.7     legend     for

abbreviations) .   The   amino  acid  identity  between  members   of
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each  subclass   is   greater  than  70%  while  between  members   of

different  subclasses  identity  is  less  than  50%.

ClaBg   I.

ChTx

IbTx

IJq2

Clag811.

NXTx

M9Tx

3th 4th

ZFTNVSCTTSKECHSVCQRLHNTSBG        KCMNKKCBCXS

ZFTDVDCSVSRECWSVCKDLFGVSRG        ECMGKKCRCYQ

ZFTQESCTASNQCWSICKRljHNTNRG        KCMNKKCRCYS

TIINVKCTSPKQCSKPCKELYGSSAGAKCMNGKCKCYNN

TIINVKCTSPKQCLPPCKAQFGQSAGAECMNGKCKCYPH

ClaE,g   Ill.

AgTxl             GVPINVKCTGSPQCI.KPCKDA        GMRFG        ECINGKCHCTPK

AgTx2             GVPINVSCTGSPQCIKPCKDA        GMRFG        HCMNRKCHCTPK

AgTx3             GVPINVPCTGSPQCIKPCKDA        GMRF.G        KCMNRKCHCTPK

KTX                   GVEINVKCSGSPQCLKPCKDA        GMRFG         KCMNRKCHCTPK

Figure  2.7.     Sequence  alignment  of  different  K+  channel  inhibitors  from
scorpion  venom.   The  sequences  have  been  aligned  with  respect  to  the  six
cysteine   residues    (shorn   in   bold).   The   K+   channel   inhibitors   can   be
classif led   into   three   subclasses   on   the   basis   of   their   amino   acid
sequence's.       ChTx,Charybdotoxin;       IbTx,       Iberiotoxin;       I.q2,       I,eiurus
qujnquestriatus2 ;   NXTx,Noxiustoxin;   MgTx,   Margotoxin,.   AgTx,   Agitoxins.
The  conserved  residue  among  all  the  toxins,   I.ys  27,   is  shown  outlined.
Notice  that  the  length  between  the  third  and  fourth  cysteine   (numbered
above    ChTx    sequence)     is    not    conserved    among    toxins    of    different
subclasses .
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Mutagenesis  studies  on  the  stretch  of  amino  acid  that

mainly   determines   the   toxin   binding   site   on   K+   channels

(S5-S6   linker)   support   the   idea  that   different   K+   channels

share    a    common    toxin    binding    site.    Although    there    is

overlapping   receptor   specif icity,    it    is   clear   that    the

members  of  the  subclass  I  toxins  but  not  subclass  11  or  Ill

toxins   are   high   affinity  blockers   for   Ca   2+-activated   K+

channels    (Garcia   et    al.,1991).    On   the   other   hand,    the

agitoxin   family  members   are   highly   selective   for  voltage-

activated    K+     channels.     However,     KTx    which     is     closely

related  to  agitoxins,   has  been  reported  as  blocker  of   the

high-conductance    Ca2+-activated    K+    channels    in    molluscan

neurons   (Romi   et   al.,1993)  .

The  most   extensively  studied  member  of   the   K+   channel

inhibitors    from    scorpion    venom    is    ChTx,     the    solution

structure   of  which  has  been  solved   (Bontems   et   al.,1991b;

Bontems   et   al.,1992) .   Mutagenesis   studies   have   identified

the    functionally   critical    residues    for   the    interaction

between   ChTx   and.  the   Ca2+-activated   K+   channel    (Stampe   et

al.,1994)   and  also  between  ChTx  and  the   Shaker  K+   channel

with  a  point  mutation   (F425G)   that  confer  high  sensitivity
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to  ChTx   (Goldstein  et  al.,1994) .   All  of  these  residues  lie

on  the  surface  formed  by  the  P-sheet  on  the  ChTx  structure,

known    as     the     toxin    interaction    surface.     Conservative

substitution  of  the  critical  residues  weaken  toxin  af f inity

by  at   least   8-fold.   Only  one  of   these   residues,   Lys27,   is

fully  conserved   among  all   the   known  K+   channel   inhibitors

from   scorpion   venom    (figure   2.7).    Lys27   on   ChTx   has   been

shown   to   interact   directly   with   K+   ions   inside   the   ion

conduction  pore  of  the  Ca2+-activated  K+  channel   (MacKinnon

and   Miller,1988;   Park   and   Miller,1992a).   Experiments   on

the    interaction   between   ChTx   and   the    Shaker   K+    channel

(F425G  mutant)    also   suggest   that   Ijys   27   interacts   with   K+

ions   on   the   Shaker  K+   channel   pore   (Goldstein   and  Miller,

1993).      The      lack      of      conservation      in     AgTxs      of      the

functionally  important  residues  for  the  ChTx-Ca2+-activated

K+    channel    interaction    and    ChTx-Sjlaker   K+    channel    F425G

interaction  argues  that  the  specific  pair-wise  interactions

between   toxin   and   channel   residues   on   the   interface   are

different  in  these  toxins.

The   number   of   amino   acids   between   cysteine   residues,

except    between    the    third    and    the    four    cysteines,     is
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conserved   among   the   different   toxin   subclasses.    Class    I

contains    10    amino    acid    residues    between    the    third    and

fourth   cysteines,    class   11,    11   residues   and   class   Ill   9

residues.   The  differences  in  the     number  of  amino  acids   in

the   segment   between  the   third  and  fourth  cysteines   may  be

reflected    in    subtle     (nonglobal)     structural    differences

which    can    explain    the     functional     differences     between

scorpion    toxins.     In    the    next    chapter     (chapter    3)     the

recently   solved   solution   structure   of   AgTx2   is   described

and  compared  to  other  known  scorpion  toxin  structures.

The    feasibility    of    synthesizing    recombinant    AgTxs

allows  us  genetically  to  manipulate  the  gene  encoding  AgTx

for   site   directed  mutagenesis   studies.   It   also   enables   me

to   produce   large   amounts   of   purif led   toxin   for   structure

determination  purposes.   These   constitute   the   basis   of   our

f inal  goal  of  using  these  toxins  as  structural  templates  of

the   outer  mouth  of   the   ion  conduction  pathway  on  a   cloned

K+  channel   (chapters  4  and  5) .



Chapter  3

STRUCTURE   OF   THE   POTASSIUM  CIIAENEI]   INHIBITOR
AGITOXIN2 :    CALIPERS   FOR   PROBING   CHANNEI.   GEOMETRY

The  capability  of  producing  large  amounts  of  purified

toxin   by   recombinant   methods,    as   described   in   chapter   2,

allows   to  resolve   its   three-dimensional   structure.   Because

of   our  current   inability  to  obtain  structural   information

f ron    any    K+    channel    by    conventional    protein    structure

determination   methods,   we   intend   to   use   AgTx2   as   a   probe

for  K+    channel  structure.   The  basic  idea  is  simple   (a  full

description   is   given   in   chapter   4);    the   known   distance

between   residues   on   the   toxin   can  be   translated   into   the

distance   separating   two   residues   in   the   channel,    if   the

residues  on  the  toxin  interact  closely  with  known  residues

on  the  channel.

The   conservation  of   the   six  cysteine   residues   on  the

linear  sequence  of  the  scorpion  toxins  argues  in  favor  of  a

common   folding   pattern    (Garcia   et   al.,1994).    The   solved
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solution  structure   of   ChTx   (Bontems   et   al.,1991b;   Bontems

et    al.,     1992),     IbTx     (Johnson    and    Snugg,     1992)     and    MgTx

(Johnson   et   al.,    1994)    confirm   this   prediction.    However,

the  structure  of  KTx  has  been  recently  solved   (Fernandez  et

al.,1994)   and  shows  differences  when  compared  to  the  other

toxin  structures   (see  discussion  section  of  this  chapter) .

The   common   folding   pattern   of   the   K+   channel   inhibitors

from      sdorf>ion     venom     consists      of      a      triple-stranded

antiparallel   P-sheet   and   a   single   helix   attached   to   the

side    of    the    P-sheet.     Additionally,     the    structure    is

stabilized  by  three  disulfide  bonds.

The  number  of  amino  acids  between  the  third  and  f ourth

cysteine  residues   is   conserved  amongst  members   of   the   same

toxin    subclass    but    is    not    conserved   between    dif f erent

subclasses     (see    figure    2.7;    Garcia    et    al.,1994).    This

suggests   that   toxins   from  dif ferent   subclasses   may  dif fer

slightly   in   their   structures   in   the   segment   between   the

third  and  fourth  cysteines.   Consistent  with  this   idea   are

studies    showing   that   Arg24   of   AgTx2,    which   lies    in   the

segment     between     the     third     and     fourth     cysteines,      is

indispensable   for  conf erring  high  af f inity  for  the   Shaj[er
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K+  channel   (see  chapter  4) .   Neutralization  of  this  residue

lowers  the  affinity  by  1000-fold.   The  corresponding  residue

on  the  linear  sequence  of  ChTx  is  a  serine,   but  there  is  an

arginine  at  position  25.   Neutralization  of  Arg25   decreases

the    af f inity   of    ChTx    for    the    Shaker   K+    channel     (F425G

mutant)    only   by   a   factor   of   14    (Goldstein   et   al.,1994).

However,   the  same  Arg25  is  clef ined  as  a  crucial  residue  for

the   binding   of   ChTx   to   a   Ca2+-activated   K+   channel    (Park

and  Miller,1992b;   Stampe  et  al.,1994)  .

In     this     chapter     the     method    used     to     synthesize

isotopically   labeled    (C13-N15)    AgTx2    for   nuclear   magnetic

resonance    (NMR)    structure   determination   is   described.    The

determination    of    the    NMR    structure    of    AgTx2    was    done

entirely   in   the   laboratory   of   Dr.    Gerhard   Wagner   by   Dr.

Andrzej   Krezel   and  Dr.   Chandrasekhar  Khasibhatla  with  this

labeled   (C13-N15)   AgTx2.
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METHODS

Expreggion  and  purification  of   (C13-N15)   AgTx2

The   expression   and  purif ication   of   labeled  AgTx2   was

carried  out  essentially  as  described  in  chapter  2  with  the

following  modification:   E.coil  harboring  the  AgTxl  plasmid

were   cultured   in   minimal   medium   containing   in   g/i:    12.8

Na2HP04.7H20,      3.0      KH2P04,       0.5     Nacl,       1.0      15NH4C1       (99%15N,

Isotec,    Miamisburg,    OH);    in   mM,    2.0   Mgs04,    0.1   Cac12;    and

o.2%    13C-glucose    (Isotec,    Miamisburg,    OH).    The   medium   was

supplemented     with     0.1%     of     13C,15N-celtone      (Martek),      a

mixture  of  short  13C,15N-amino  acids  and  peptides.   The  final

yield   was    0.7   mg   of    (C13-N15)    AgTx2.    Trypsin   was   used   to

cleave  the  toxin  from  the  fusion  protein.

The  expression  vector  was  slightly  different  from  the

original    one    (figure    2.3)    in   the    recognition    site    for

peptidase.   To   improve   toxin   yield   the   factor   Xa   protease

recognition  site   (recognizing  the  amino-acid  sequence   IEGR)

was     used     in     place     of     our     original     enteropeptidase

recognition    site.     The    factor    Xa    recognition    site    was

generated     by     PCR     mutagenesis     with     a     single     mutant
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oligonucleotide   (30  bases   in  length)   coding  for  the   factor

Xa   recognition   site,   which   covered   the   gal   I   restriction

site   up   to   the    third   codon   of    the    toxin   DNA   sequence.

Ultimately,    trypsin   was    chosen   for   proteolytic    cleavage

over  factor  Xa  because  of  its  better  yield  and  lower  cost.

Trypsin  cleaves  at  the  carboxyl  side  of  arginine  and  lysine

residues.   The   cleavage   reaction  was   performed  by   adding   5

Hg   of   trypsin  per   mg   of   fusion  protein   along   with   100   mM

Nacl  and  1  mM  Cac12,   final  concentrations.   The  integrity  of

AgTx2   af ter  trypsin  cleavage  was   demonstrated  by  HPLC  of   a

reduced    and    carboxymethylated    form    of    purified    AgTx2.

Further   verification   was    done   by   mass    spectrometry   and

amino  acid  analysis.
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RESuliTS

Secondary  Structure

AgTx2    is   a   highly   structured   peptide.    Most    of    its

linear  sequence   is   involved   in  the   formation  of   secondary

structure,    a   triple   stranded   antiparallel   P-sheet   and   a

single   helix    (figure   3.1).    The   three   strands   of   the   P-

sheet,   S1,   S2   and  S3   are   formed  by  residues   residues   2   to

8,    24    to   29,    and   32   to   36,    respectively.    The   two   outer

strands   of   the   P-sheet,    Sl   and   S2,    are   connected   by   the

helix.   S3   is   in  the  center  of  Sl   and  S2.   The  helix  starts

at   residue   11  and  finishes  at  residue   22.   From  residues   11

to   15   the   helix   adopts   a   3io-helix   configuration   then   to

continues  as  an  Ci-helix.

Tertiary  Structure

AgTx2    has    an    asymmetric    shape    that    resembles     an

ellipse,   with  a  long  axis  of  about  30  A  and  two  short  axes

of  about   20  A   (figure  3.2) .   AgTx2   appears   to  be  a   "tightly

packaged"   product   of   three   disulfide   bonds,    two   of   which

bring  together  the  P-sheet  and  the  helix.   Most  of  the  amino
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acid   residues   are   exposed   to   solvent,   except   for   the   six

cysteines,    Gly26   and   the   side   chain   of   Met23,    which   form

the  core  of  the  molecule   (figure  3.2) .

C
Figure   3.1.       Diagram   of   the   secondary   Structure   of   AgTx2.    The   three
Strands    c}f    rha    at`+-.`.__||_i     n     .strands   of   the   antiparallel   P-sheet,    S1,    S2,    and   S3_ 1       _ -_`-`-\~\++-     \JL     .

raesB±=ue=. _2_ht=` 38`:   2,4.__t_O±  `29 ,   a=d  i=i--i=; '36:+±es-=ct===iyb.
as    a    3io-helix     (residues    11    to    14)     and    continues
(residues   15   to  22) .   The  dark  lines   correspond  to   the
bonds,.   taken  from   (Krezel  et  al.,1995)) .

consist   of   the
The  helix  starts

as    an    or-helix
three  disulf ide
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The  solved  structure  of  AgTx2   is  very  well  clef ined  as

ref lected  in  the  low  value  of  the  root-mean-square  for  the

backbone   atomic   coordinates    (0.37   A   for   residues   3   to   36)

of    the    17    calculated   structures    (Krezel    et    al.,1995).

AgTx2   is  an  extremely  rigid  peptide.   The  rigidity  of  AgTx2

makes      it      suitable      for      site      directed      mutagenesis.

Substitutions  of  amino  acid  residues,     that  are  exposed  to

the   solvent,,    in   AgTx2   are   unlikely   to   alter   the   overall

structure.   This  is  an  important  feature  for  using  AgTx2  as

a  structural  probe  of  the  Shaker  K+  channel

The     three-dimensional     structure     of     AgTx2     closely

resembles     the     structure     of     other     known     K+     channel

inhibitors    isolated    from    scorpion    venom,     such    as    ChTx

(Bontems     et     al.,      1991b;     Bontems     et     al.,      1992),      IbTx

(Johnson   and  Snugg,1992)    and  MgTx   (Johnson   et   al.,1994)  .

The   structure   of   these   toxins,       determined   by   NMR,    have

essentially  the  same  folding.  However,   the  structure  of  Ktx

(Fernandez   et   al.,1994),    solved   recently  by  NMR,   differs

from  this  common  folding  pattern  in  the  .orientation  of  the
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amino-terminal   strand  of   the   triple   stranded   antiparallel

P-sheet.   This  difference  is  not  very  li.kely  because  of  the

similarity   of   the   structure   between   the   known   K+   channel

inhibitors   isolated   f ron   scorpion   venom   which   structures

had  been  determined  based  on  a  larger  number  of  structural

constrains.    Additionally   the    amino-acid    sequence    of    KTx

differs    from   that    of   AgTx2    in   only   four   residues    (see

figure  2.7)  .

The    structural   motif   displayed   by   these    toxins,    a

triple   stranded  antiparallel   P-sheet   and  a  helix  attached

to    one    side,    seems    to   be    a    common   motif    among   peptide

inhibitors   of   ion  channels   (Bontems   et   al.,1991a).   Figure

3.3A   shows   the   superimposition   of   the   backbones   of   AgTx2,

ChTx  and  two   others   peptide   inhibitors   from  scorpion.   The

backbone   of  AgTx2   superimposes  well  with  that   of   ChTx.   One

major   structural   difference   occurs   in   the   loop   connecting

the   carboxy-terminal   end   of   the   Ch-helix   with   the   P-sheet

(Krezel    et    al.,1995).    This    loop    is    formed   by   residues

lying     in     the     segment     between    the     third     and     f ourth

cysteines.   The   alignment  of  AgTx2   and  ChTx  sequences  based



5-.3--A.--Superimpos-ition  of  AgTx2   and  ChTx  structures.   Diagram  of_a___    --_    __ _            +

superimposed   backbone    structures    of    scorpion   toxins.    The   amino    and
carboxy   termini   are   indicated.   AgTx2   is   shorn   in   black   and   ChTx   in
green.   The  motif   consisting  of  a  triple   stranded  antiparallel   P-sheet
linked   to   a   short   helix   seems   to   be   the   common   pattern   for   all   the
scorpion   toxins.    The   backbone   of    two   other   toxins,    scorpion   toxin
variant-3   (shorn  in  red,   knoun  to  block  voltage-activated  Na+  channels)
and  P05-NH2   (shown  in  blue,   an  analog  to  leiurotoxin  I,   knoun  to  block
a    low-conductance    Ca2+-activated    K+    channel)     are    included     (kindly
provided  by  Krezel  and  MacKinnon) .

Figure
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3th 4th

AgTx2            GVP INVS CTGS PQC I KPCKDAG -MEFGKCENRKCHCTPK

ChTx                 Z F TNVS C T T S KE CWSVC QRLHNTS RGKCENKKCRCYS

a.

Figure  3j  a.   Amino-acid  sequence  alignment  of  AgTx2  and  ChTx  based  on
the  solved  structures.   The  sequence  alignment  was  based  on  the  spatial
correspondence   of   the   N,Ca,C'   backbone   atoms   of   both   structures.   The
third  and  fourth  cysteine  residues  are  numbered  above   the  AgTx2   amino
acid  sequence.   Between  the  third  and  fourth  cysteine  residues  a  gap  is
introduced    in    the   AgTx2    sequence     (marked   with    a    dash)     and   AgTx2
contains    fewer    bulky    residues    in    that    region.     The    functionally
important  residue  Arg24  of  AgTx2  is  underlined.

on   the   spatial   correspondence   of   the   amino-acid   residues

(figure   3.38)    introduces   a   gap   in   the   AgTx2   sequence   and

also

AgTx2  has  amino  acid  residues  with  small  side  chains   (Ala21

and     Gly22)      relative     to     the     ones     in     ChTx     in     the

corresponding  positions  in  that  loop.

It   has   been  shown  that  Arg24   of  AgTx2   is   crucial   for

the  high  af f inity  binding  of  AgTx2  to  the  Shaker  K+  channel

(chapter  4) .  Arg24,   located  in  between  the  third  and  fourth

cysteine   residues,   interacts  with  the   side   chain  of   Phe25

on   AgTx2,   resulting   in   restricted   mobility   of   the   former

(figure   3.4) .   As   a   consequence   of   this   interaction,   Arg24



Figure   3.4.      Arginine   24   of   AgTx2   is   well   defined   in   space.   Average
ribbon     diagram   representing   an   average   backbone   structure   and   three
side  chains  for  17  AgTx2  calculated  structures   is  shown.   The  positions
of   the  dif ferent   rotomers   of  Arg24   are  very  restricted   in   space   as   a
result  of  the  interaction  with  the  side  chain  of  Phe  25.
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is  strongly  constrained  in  space.

The  solved  istructure  of  AgTx2  has  begun  to  provide  the

structural   basis    for   the    specif icity   of   AgTx2    for    the

Sj]aker  K+   channel.   The   known   toxin   dimensions,   as   well   as

further  studies  on  the  AgTx2-Shaker  K+  channel  interaction,
I

will   give   us   a  better  picture   of   what   the   toxin   binding

site  looks  like



Chapter  4

REVEAI.ING  THE  ARCHITECTURE   OF  A  K+   CIIAENEI]   PORE
THROUGH  MUTANT   CYCLES  WITH  A  PEPTIDE   INHIBITOR.

The  knowledge  of  the  structure  of  AgTx2   (chapter  3  and

Krezel   et   al.,1995)   makes  possible   the  use   of   this   toxin

to   obtain   structural   information   about   the   pore   forming

region  of   the   Shaker  K+   channel.   The   toxin  could  act   as   a

relative     coordinate     system    to     determine     the     spatial

distribution  of  channel  residues  forming  the  binding  site.

Thermodynamic   double   mutant   cycles   have   provided   a

formalism   for   studying   energetic    coupling   between   amino

acids   on   the   same  polypeptide   chain   (Carter   et   al.,1984;

Serrano     et     al.,      1990;     Horovitz     and    Fersht,      1990).     A

systematic     analysis     using     thermodynamic     double     mutant

cycles    was    developed    in    order    to    identify    pair-wise

interactions   between  amino   acid  residues   on  AgTx2   and   the

Shaker    K+     channel     and    AgTx2.     The     identified     channel

59
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residues   are   organize   in   the   space   with   respect   to   the

AgTx2  structure.

In  this  chapter  the  thermodynamic  double  mutant  cycles

approach  with  AgTx2  and  the  Sjlaker  K+  channel  is  described.
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METHODS

Mutagrenesig  and  expression  of  AgTx2  and  Shaker  K+  chanliel.

All       experiments      were       carried      out       using       an

inactivation-removed   Shaker  K+   channel   clone   expressed   in
1

Xenopus  oocytes   (Hoshi  et  al.,1990) .   Oocytes  were  prepared

and  injected  with  in  vitro  transcribed  RNA     as     described

in  methods  section,   chapter  2.   Channel  mutants   clones  were

available     in     the     laboratory     and     were     produced     by

complementary   strand   synthesis    (Kunkel,1985).   Recombinant

toxin  was  prepared  as  described  in  methods  section,   chapter

2,   with   the   following   modifications.   Trypsin   was   used   to

cleave   the   toxin  from  the   fusion  protein   (5   Hg  of   trypsin

per  mg   of   fusion  protein  and   100   mM  Nac1,    1mM   Cac12,    final

concentrations   were   added   to   the   cleaving   reaction).    The

last  step  of  toxin  purification  performed  by  reverse-phase

HPLC   using   a   C8-column   was   slightly   modified   by   using   a

linear   gradient   0   to   50%   acetonitrile   in   30   minutes.    An

extinction  coefficient   of   8.6   mM-1   cm-1   at   235   nm  was   used

to  calculate  toxin  concentration.   Mutants  were  produced  in

the     toxin    gene    using    PCR    mutagenesis    with     a    mutant
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oligonucleotide.    Two    overlapping   mutant    oligonucleotides

(15    bases)     were    chemically    synthesized    in    an    Applied

Biosystems   DNA   synthesizer   model   391.    Two   independent   PCR

reactions  with  each  mutant   oligonucleotide  were  performed.

The   PCR  products   were   gel   purif led   from   a   2%   agarose   gel

and    used    as    primers    f or    a    second    PCR    along    with    the

flanking    primers    #2    and    #4     (see    figure    2.2).     The    PCR

product     was     phenol     extracted,      ethanol     precipitated,

digested  with  gal  I  and  Hind  Ill,   gel  purified,   and  ligated

to  the  vector.   The  mutant  clones  were  confirmed  by  dideoxy

DNA  sequencing  across  a  Sal   I-Hind  Ill   cassette  containing

the  coding  sequence.

Electrophygiological  recording.

K+  currents  were  recorded  with  a  two-electrode  voltage

clamp   amplifier    (Warner   Instruments).    Recording   solution

contained    in    millimolar:     95    Nacl,     2    KC1,     0.3    Cac12,     1

Mgc12,   5   HEPES  buffer,   pH  7.6.   Currents  were   elicited  with

a   50   ms   step   to   0   mv   every   5   to   25   sea   from   a   holding

potential   of   -80   mv.   Per fusion  with  toxin-free   and   toxin-

containing    solution   was    controlled   with    separate    lines
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using     computer-driven     solenoids     valves.      Bovine     serum

albumin  at  a  concentration  of   50   4tg/ml  was  used  to  prevent

non-specific   adherence   of   toxin   to   the   per fusion   lines.

Current   magnitudes    ranged   from    0.5    to    1.5    prA.    The    time

course  of  blockade  was  monitored  to  ensure  that  equilibrium

inhibition   was   achieved   and   to   conf irm   that   the   control

current    level    was    the    same    before    addition    and    after

removal   of   toxin.    From   3    to   8   experiments   were   made   on

separate  oocytes.   The  equilibrium  inhibition  constant   (Ki)

was   calculated  according  to  Ki   =    [T]  (I/Io)/(1-(I/Io))   where

Io  is  the  control  current  level  and  I  is  the  current  in  the

presence  of  toxin  concentration   [T] .
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RESUI]TS

We   intend  to   organize   in  space   residues   on   the   S5-S6

1inker  of   the  Sj]aker  K+  channel   (figure  4.1A) ,   known  to  be

the   main   determinant   of   the   scorpion   toxin   binding   site,

with    respect    to    the    AgTx2    structure     (figure    4.18).    To

organize   channel   residues   in   space   with   respect   to   the

AgTx2    structure`,    specific    pairwise    interactions    between

residues     on    the     toxin    and    on    the     channel    must     be

identified.   Point  mutations  of  several  charged  residues   in

the    S5-S6    1inker   of    the    Shaker   K+    channel    alter    toxin

inhibition   by   an   electrostatic   mechanism    (MacKinnon   and

Miller,1989a;    MacKinnon   et   al.,1990).    I    exploited   the

known      electrostatic      component      of      the      toxin-channel

interaction   and   thus   focused  on   acidic   or  basic   residues

(figure    4.1A   and   8).    To    identify   pairwise    interactions

between  amino-acid  residues  on  the  toxin  and  on  the  channel

two  residues,   one  on  the  toxin  and  one  on  the  channel,   were

mutated.   The  cross   influence  of  one  mutation  on  the  effect

of   another   can  be   quantif led  using  a  thermodynamic   double

mutant    cycle     (figure    4.1C).    A    detailed    description    of

mutant   cycles   applied   to   interactions   between   amino   acids
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Figure     4.1      (A     and     a).           Thermodynamic     mutant     cycles     identify
interactions  between  amino  acids  on  the  Shaker  K+  channel  and  AgTx2.   A.
The   partial   sequence   of   a   Shaker   K+   channel   subunit   shows   the   S5-S6
linker  and  indicates   the  three  toxin-interacting  residues  under   study
(arrows).    The    P-region    extends    from    residue    431    to    449.     a.    AgTx2
structure   without   the   hydrogen   atoms   is   shown   with   a   blue   backbone
ribbon.   The   eight  basic   amino   acids   studied  are   shown   in   red  and  the
three  disulfide  bridges  in  yellow.
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Figure   4.1.    (a   and   I)).    a.   Equilibrium   inhibition   constants   for   the
af f inity  of  wild  type   toxin   (WT  Tox)   and  mutant   toxin   (Mut  Tox)   f or  a
wild   type   channel    (WT   Chan)    and   mutant   channel    (Mut   Chan)    clef ine   a
thermodynamic   cycle   where  X1,   X2,   Yl   and  Y2   represent   fold   change   in
aff inity  along  the  arrow   (inhibition  constant  at  the  tail  of  the  arrow
divided  by  that  at  the  head) .  D.  The  a  plot  graphs  a  values  calculated
according   to   Eq.   2   for   the   paired  mutations   shorn   in   single   letter
code.     Our    inability    to    determine    Q    for    the    K27M/D431N    pair    is
compatible  with  their  independence   (see  table  4.1) .
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within   a   single   protein   has   been   given    (Carter   et   al.,

1984;   Serrano  et  al.,1990;   Horovitz  and  Fersht,1990)  .   For

each  cycle   (see  figure  4.1C) ,   tbe  pair  of  amino  acids  under

study,   one   on   the   toxin   and   one   on   the   channel   are   both

mutated.    Each    corner    of    the    cycle    corresponds    to    the

inhibition  equilibrium  constants  for  the  four  toxin-channel

pair,         (wild-type        toxin/wild-type        channel;        mutant

toxin/wild-type  channel;  wild-type  toxin/mutant  channel  and

mutant      toxin/mutant      channel).      The     horizontal      arrows

connecting  a  given  toxin-channel  pair  indicate  mutation  of

the  toxin  and  the  vertical  arrows  indicate  mutation  of  the

channel.   The   effect   of   the   toxin  mutation  on  the   affinity

for  the  wild-type  channel  is  reported  as  X1   (top  horizontal

bar).    Then    the    effect    on    affinity    of    the    same    toxin

mutation  is  tested  against  a  channel  with  a  point  mutation

and   reported   as   X2    (bottom   horizontal   arrow).    The   number

assigned  to  each  arrow  corresponds   to   the   factor  by  which

affinity  changes  along  the  direction  of  the  arrow   (i.e.   X1

=   Ki(wt:wt)/Ki(nut:wt),    where   Ki(toxin:channel)    refers   to

the  equilibrium  inhibition  constant  for  the  indicated  pair.

Because  the  overall  af f inity  change  in  going  f rom  the  wild-
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type  toxin  /  wild-type  channel  interaction   (upper  left)   to

the  mutant  toxin  /  mutant  channel  interaction   (lower  right)

must    be    the    same    regardless    of    the    pathway    taken    the

following  thermodynamic  relationship  is  fulf illed

X1    .    Y1   =   X2    .    Y2. (1)

Dividing  both  sides  of  Eq.   1  by  X2.Ylleads  to  the  coupling

coefficient,  Q,   defined  as

XI             Y2                Ki (wt:wt).Ki (mut:nut)
a

X2             YI                Ki (wt:mut).Ki(nut:wt)
(2)

Because    a    is    a    ratio    of    a    ratio    of    equilibrium

constants  it  is  related  to  the  dif f erence  in  the  dif f e'rence

in  free  energy  change  brought  about  by  the  mutation  on  the

toxin   and   on   the   channel.   Thus,    in   energetic   terms,       it

reports    the    degree    of    interaction,    or    coupling    energy

brought  about  by  the  double  mutation.

The   value   of   a   ref lects   whether  or   not   two   residues

interact.   Consider  two  cases;   first,   the  mutated  residues,
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one   on   the   toxin   and   one   on   the   channel   do   not   interact

and,   second,   the  mutated  residues  do   interact.   The  outcome

for   these   two   cases   is   radically  different.   In   the   first

case   (mutated  residues  do  not  interact)   the  mutation  of  the

toxin   is   not    "sensed"    by   the   mutation   of    the    channel,.

therefore,   the   toxin  mutation   alters   the   affinity  by   the

same   factor  for  both  the  wild  type  and  the  mutant   channel

(i.e.    X1    =    X2).    Thus,    if    the    two   mutated    residues    are

independent  of  one  another  a  will  be  unity.   In  the   second

case   (mutated  residues   interact)   the   toxin  mutation  has   a

given   effect   on   the   affinity   for   the   wild-type   channel.

Because   the   mutated   residue   on   the   toxin   interacts   with

that   on   the   channel,   there   is   a   different   effect   on   the

affinity  for  the  mutant  channel,   which  depends  on  the  amino

acid   residue   at   that   particular   position   on   the   channel

(i.e.    X1   i   X2).    Thus    if    the   residues    interact    and   the

mutations    alter   their    interaction   a   will    deviate    from

unity.   It  is  possible,  but  unlikely,   for  mutations  to  alter

an   interaction   between   two   residues   in   such   a   way   that

there  is  energetic  compensation  giving  rise  to  an  a  value

of     unity.      To     allow     easy     comparison     of     magnitudes,
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throughout   this   study  a   is   reported   as   a   number   greater

than  unity  (if  a  is  less  than  unity  according  to  Eq.   2  then

its  reciprocal  is  given.) .

An   a   plot   for   charge-neutralizing   mutations   of   the

eight    basic    residues    on    the    toxin     (figure    4.18)     with

charge-altering  mutations  at  positions  422,   427,   and  431  on

the   channel    (figure   4.1A)    is   shown   in   figure   4.1D,    Table

4.1) .   a  for  the  pair  R24Q   (toxin)    /   D431N   (channel)   stands

out   above   the  others.   Its   large  a  value   results   from  the

R24Q   mutation   reducing   toxin   af f inity   for   the   wild   type

channel   about   looo-fold    (X1   =   977.03),    but   having   little

ef feat   on   toxin   binding   to   a   D431N   mutant   channel    (X2   =

1.33)     (Table   4.1).    From   the   a   definition   this   outcome   is

expected   if   Arg24   and   Asp431   form   a   strong   and   specific

interaction  with   each  other.   The   magnitude   of   a   for   the

R24Q/D431N  pair   corresponds   to   a   coupling   energy  of   about

4kcal  mole-1.   Mutation  of  either  residue  alone  disrupts  the

interaction    so    that    subsequent    mutation    of    the    second

residue   has   little   further   effect.   This   result   contrasts

with  the   independence  of  mutations  observed  for  many  other

pairs.   For  example,   the  K427E  channel  mutation  and  the  R24Q
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toxin   mutation   both   have   very   large   ef fects   on   af f inity,

but  a  for  this  pair  is  near  unity   (Table  4.1,   figure  4.1) .

E422K (nM)               a

9.1   ±0.7

WT (nw[)

WT          0.74 ± 0.04

K127E (nM)                   a

O.007sO.001

D«1N (nM)             a

2233 I cO

X1.M        1.12 ± 0.03

K1®M           2.7 ± 0.2

FL2ca         723 i 43

K27M         575 I 42

R31Q           1.3 ± 0.3

K32"          ,.1 ± 0.3

H„F          0.8 ± 0.1

I(sow        0.91 ± 0.03

11.1  ±0.8             1.6± 0.2

9.9 ±  0.5           3., ±0.,

3488 ± 264          2.e I O.3

8400 ± 1000         1.2 ± 0.2

32.7± 1.7            1.8 ±0.2

20.0 ± 0.7           2.7 ± 0.2

24.9 ± 0.3            2.5 ± 0.5

0.1  ±1.a              1.2±0.2

0.015cO.cot             1.1 ± 0.2

0.014sO.001             1.8 ± 0.3

9.0 ± 0.7              1.3 ± 0.2

5.1 ±0.2              1.0±0.2

0.21 ± 0.01             5.2 ± 0.0

0.025 ± 0.003         1.7 ± 0.3

o.ooico.col          1.9 I o.a

0.019±0.001            2.2 ± 0.3

4092±302             1 ±0.1

3781 ± 107          2.1 ±0.2

2978 ±39e        733 ± lle

NB

2618 ±213         5.a ± 0.8

rs22 ± 223        3.0 I 0.3

3721 ± 174          1.5± 0.3

2084 ± Ice          1.3 ± 0.1

Table   4.1.      Inhibition   constants   and  a  values   for   channel   and   toxin
mutants   are   tabulated.    The   toxin   mutations    (left)    were   designed   to
neutralize  basic  amino  acids.   The   channel   mutations   (top)   altered   the
charge  at  three  positions   (422,   427  and  431)   in  the  S5-S6  1inker.     Each
Ki    (nM)    for   the   toxin   and   channel   shown  was   measured  as   described   in
methods   and   is   the   mean   ±   SEM   of   3   to   8   separate   measurements.       NB
refers   to  no   inhibition  at  2   rM.    (If   the  K27M  and  D431N  mutations   are
independent   then   the   expected   Ki   for   this   pair   is    1.7   mM.)    a   was
calculated  according  to  Eq.   2  but  is  reported  as  a  number  greater  than
unity   (see  text) .

Inspection  of  the  a  plot  leads  to  the  conclusion  that

the  strong  coupling  between  these  two  mutated  residues  must

come  about   through  their  local   interaction  and  not   through

a   global   structural   change   of   either   the   toxin   or   the
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channel.    For   example,    if   the   R24Q   mutation   altered   the

toxin  structure,  or  caused  the  toxin  to  change  its  position

in  the  binding  site,   then  R24Q  would  in  general  be  strongly

coupled   to  many  other   channel   mutations.   Likewise,   if   the

D431N  mutation  produced  a  global  alteration  of   the  channel

structure  then  strong  coupling  to  multiple  toxin  mutations

would  be  expected.  Therefore,   the  singular  large  a  value  at

R24Q/D431N   along   the   toxin   and   channel   dimensions   of   the

plot  provides  internal  support  f or  the  structural  integrity

of   both   mutated   molecules   and   reinforces   the   conclusion

that  Asp431  interacts  locally  with  Arg24.

Zinother,   smaller   but   significant   a   is   observed   with

the   same   Asp431   channel   residue   and   Arg31   on   the   toxin.

This  does  not  contradict  the  above  statement  if  we  remeThoer

that   the   Shaker   K+   channel   is   formed   by   the   assembly   of

four  identical  subunits;   therefore  the  channel  exposes  four

Asp431  to  the  toxin.   Thus,   the  fact  that  two  toxin  residues

spatially  separated  from  each  other   (25  A  apart)   interact

with  the  same  channel  residue  is  understood  on  the  basis  of

the   channel   geometry.    The    interaction   between   Arg31    and

Asp431   can  be  predicted  by  considering  both   the   four-fold
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symmetry  of   the  Shaker  K+  channel   (MacKinnon,   1991)   and  the

toxin's       dimensions,        as       described       below.        Previous

biophysical     studies     demonstrated     that     Lys27     on     ChTx

interacts  with  K+  ions  inside  the  Ca2+-activated  K+  channel

pore    (Park   and  Miller,    1992a;   MacKinnon   and  Miller,    1988) .

Studies   on  the   interaction  between  ChTx  and  the   Shaker  K+

channel  with  the  F425G  mutation  that  confers  sensitivity  to

ChTx   suggest    that    Lys27    is    also    located   over    the   pore

(Goldstein    and   Miller,1993).    Besides    the    six    cysteine

residues,   I.ys27   is   the   only   fully  conserved  residue   among

the   K+   channel   inhibitors   f rom   scorpion   venom    (Garcia   et

al.,1994).    If   Lys   27   on   AgTx2   is   located   centrally   over

the   pore,    then   the   strong   interaction   between   Arg24   and

Asp431  predicts  that  Arg31,   located  at  the  opposite  side  of

the   toxin   from   Arg24    (figure   4.2),    should   also   interact

with   the   Asp431   residue   located   in   the   diagonally-opposed

channel  subunit.

Arg31  and  Arg24  are  not  exactly  symmetric  with  respect

to   Lys27   and,    therefore,    their   interactions   with   Asp431

residues    on   diagonal    subunits    should   not   be    identical.

Nevertheless,    the    strong    interaction,    which    so    tightly



Figure   4.2.      A  CPK  model   of   AgTx2   shows    (in   dark)    the   side   chains   of
Arg24    (bottom),    Lys27    (middle)    and  Arg31    (top).    The   distances   between
the   y-carbons   of   Arg24   and   Lys27   and   Arg31   and   Lys27   are   indicated.
Right  panel  is  a  goo  rotation  of  the  molecule  shown  in  the  right  panel.
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constrains    the    location    of   Asp431    on    one    subunit    with

respect    to    Arg24,     would    place    Asp431    on    the    diagonal

subunit   within   a   few   angstroms   of   Arg31;   thus   a   through-

space  electrostatic  interaction  is  likely  to  occur  between

them.   The  a  value   for  the  R31Q/D431N  pair,   5   ±   0.6    (figure

4.1D;    Table    4.1),     corre-sponds    to    a    coupling    energy    of

approximately  1   Kcal   mole-1J   which  is   ar.ound  the  magnitude

expected    for    through-space    electrostatic    coupling.     For

example,       using      Debye-Htlckel      theory,       1      Kcal      mole-1

translates  into  a  3  A    separation  between  two  unit  charges

in  a  100  rmq  Nacl   solution.   In  addition,   the  fact   that  many

a  values  are  close  to  unity  in  the  a  plot  ref lects  a  rapid

decay  of  the  electric  potentials  across  space  and  therefore

supports   the   proposal   that   Asp431   and  Arg31   must   be   close

in  space.

Further   to   test    an   electrostatic   mechanism   between

residues  31  on  the  toxin  and  431  on  the  channel,   a  network

of   cycles   was   constructed   by   making   multiple   amino   acid

substitutions  at  both  positions   (figure  4.3) .   The  Arg31  was

substituted    with    Lys     (R31K),     to    preserve    the    positive

charge  in  that  position,   or  by  a  Gin   (R31Q),   to  neutralize
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the    charge.     Asp431    was    substituted    by    Glu     (D431E,     to

preserve    charge)     or    an    Ash     (D431N,     to    neutralize    the

charge).    The   combination   of   three   different   residues   at

position    31     (Arg,     Lys,     Gin)     on    the    toxin    and    three

different  residues  at  431   (Asp,Glu,Asn)   on  the  channel  give

rise  to  nine  possible  thermodynamic  cycles  for  which  the  S2

value  was  calculated   (figure  4.3,   bottom  panel) .   A  through-

space  electrostatic  mechanism  predicts  that  mutations  will

show  coupling   (i.e.  a  deviate  from  unity)   only  if  charge  is

altered   on   both   the   toxin   and   the   channel.    If   charge   is

conserved  at   the   mutated   site   on   either   or  both  proteins

then   the   electrostatic   interaction   is   not   altered   and,

therefore,    no   coupling   should   be   observed    (a   =   1).    The

pattern  of   a  values,   larger  only   for  cycles   where   charge

perturbation   occurs   on   both   the   toxin   and   the    channel

(cycles  shown  in  bold)   fulfills  the  above  prediction.   These

results   f irmly   establish   the   electrostatic   nature   of   the

interaction  between  residues   31   (toxin)   and  431   (channel) .

We,   therefore,   conclude   that   these   residues   are   within   a

few   angstroms   of   each  other,   as   was   hypothesized  based   on

the  previously  mentioned  geometric  considerations.
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Figure     4.4     shows     the     cycle     network     analysis     to

characterize   the   strong   interaction  between  Arg   24   on   the

toxin  and  Asp431  on  the  channel.   The   same   substitutions   as

for    the    31/431   pair   were   made:    Arg24    on   the    toxin   was

substituted  with  Lys  and  Gin    and  Asp431  on  the  channel  was

substituted  with  Glu   and  Asn.   In   contrast   to   the   pattern

observed  for  the  31/431  pair,   the  24/431  pair  shows  large  a

values      for     all      cycles.     independent      of      the      charge

perturbation     (figure    4.4,    bottom    panel).    Therefore    the

chemical  nature  rather  than  the  charge  is  important  for  the

interaction  between  Arg24  and  Asp431.   These  results  confirm

the  idea  that  these  residues  interact  through  shorter  range

molecular   forces   rather  than  through-space  electrostatics.

Arg24    and   Asp431    apparently   come    into    intimate    contact

either   sterically    (with   an   electrostatic   component)    or,

more   likely,   through  the   formation  of   an   ionized  hydrogen

bond   (salt  bridge) .  The  side  chain  of  arginine  residues  can

serve    as    hydrogen-bond   donors   while    the    side    chain    of

aspartate     residues     serves     as     hydrogen-bond     acceptors

(Branden  and  Tooze,   1991)  .
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31  (Toxin) : 431  (Channel)

(0.74±0.04)

K:N

(5700±380)

K:E R:E

(2619fll3)

(8.25±0.5 )                     (3.98±0.6)                  (13.8±0.7)

K:N..-.........R:N

1.1 sO.1 5.OcO.6

K:D .-..........   R:D    -_

1 .4sO.2 1 .7sO.3

K:E-....-..-...R:E............Q:E

K:N..." .......  R:N ----  a:N            K:N

1 .2sO.2 3.OcO.5

K:E ............  R:E-a:E         K:E

4.5sO.6

1 .2cO.1

3.6cO.5

Figure   4.3.      Multiple   amino   acid   substitutions   involving   a   pair   of
residues   allow   the   construction   of   a   cycle   network   for   studying   the
interaction  between  mutated  residues.   The  network  contains  nine  toxin-
channel   pairs   corresponding   to   all   combinations   of   three   residues   at
position  31   (toxin)   with  three  residues   at  position  431   (channel).   At
each  node,   the  amino  acid   (single   letter  code)   on   the   left   refers   to
the  toxin  residue  and  that  on  the  right  refers  to  the  channel  residue.
Inhibition   constants    (nM,   mean  ±   SEM  of   3   to   8   measuiements)    for   each
toxin-channel  pair  are  shown  in  parenthesis   (top  panel) .  The  value  of  a
for    every   possible    cycle    clef ined   by    the    network    is    shown    (bottom
panel) .   a  for  each  cycle   (reported  as  a  number  greater  than  unity)   was
calculated   according   to   Eq.    2   using   Ki   values   corresponding   to   the
interaction  pairs  at  the  four  corners  of  the  cycle.     Cycles  with  larger
a  values   (3  to  5)   are  shown  in  bold.  Note  that  a  for  the  four  smallest
cycles  fully  determine  a  for  the  remaining  five  larger  cycles.
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24 (Toxin) : 431  (Channel)

(0.74±0.04)

K:N

(4489±303)

K:E R:E

(2976±396)

(115.9±5.2)                    (3.98±0.6)                   067flo)

K:N~ ....-...  R:N~-.I ..-.-  Q:N           K:N~" ..-...-- "~ ....-....-  Q:N

I     185±24    |733±116    I                      I                 4.OsO.7                 I
K:D -.~.~...  R:D ..-....-...  Q:D            K:D ...-....-....-. :..~.." -....-  Q:D

|12.8±2.3     I    5.1sO.8     I                      I                  2.5cO.3                  I
K:E -....--...  R:E .--....-...  Q:E           K:E -....-.--.. "-." -....-  Q:E

K:N -....--...  R: N .-....-- `"  a:N           K:N..-"..-~.-' ...-. ~.-'".-Q: N

14.5£.4 145£8 10.0±1.6

K:E -.... ~`-R: E -....-..-.. I-Q: E           K:E -....-.-.- "~-'' --... '-Q:E

Figure    4.4.        Network    cycle    analysis    for    studying    the    interaction
between  mutated  residues  at  position  24   (toxin)   and  431   (channel) .   All
the  a  values  are  large  independent  of  charge  perturbation.   See  legend
figure  4.3  for  description.
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DISCUSSION

Thermodynamic    double   mutant    cycles    were    applied    to

reveal    pairwise     interactions    between    the    eight    basic

residues   of  AgTx2   and  three   channel   residues   in   the   S5-S6

1inker   of   the   Shaker  K+   channnel.   A  coupling   coefficient,

a,    was   clef ined   that   ref lects   the   degree   of   interaction

between   two   residues,    one   on   the   toxin   and   one   on   the

channel,    brought   about   by   mutation   of   both   residues.    Tvio

Arg   residues   on   the   toxin,    at   position   24   and   31,    were

found   to   interact   with   the   same   Asp431   channel   residue.

F.urther   application   of   thermodynamic   double   mutant   cycles

were  used  to  identify  the  nature  of  the  interaction  between

residues   through   cycle   a   network   analysis.    It   was   found

that  Arg24  interacts  strongly  through  short  range  molecular

forces     and     Arg31     via     a     through-space     electrostatic

mechanism.   Therefore,   Arg24  and  Arg31  are  close  in  space  to

Asp431   on   the   channel.    Because   the   channel   has   four-fold

symmetry   and   because    the    distance    separating    these    two

arginine   residues   in   the   toxin   is   about   25   A,   Arg24   and

Arg31     must     interact     with     aspartate     431     residues     on
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diagonally-opposed  channel  subunits.   The  physical  proximity

of   Arg24    and'   Arg31    to    their   respective   Asp431    residues

allows   us   to   translate   the   distance   separating   these   two

arginine  residues  on  the  toxin  into  the  distance  separating

two  Asp431  residues  on  diagonally-opposed  channel  subunits.

The   relationship   between   the   Asp431   residues   on   four

channel   subunits   with   respect   to   the   toxin   is   shown   in

figure    4.5.    Asp431,    corresponding    to    the    amino-terminal

limit  of  the  P-region,   is  located  12  to  15  A  away  from  the

central   axis.   The   range   is   derived   from  the   range   in   the

distance  separating  Arg24  and  Arg31  determined  by  measuring

the   distance   between   the   guanidinium  carbons   in   dif ferent

rotomers   of   a   set   of   17   calculated  AgTx2   structures.   The

distance    of    closest    approach   was    24   A   and   of    greatest

separation  was  31  A.

The  distance   (12   to  15  A)   is  nearly  ten  times  greater

than    the    radius    of    a    K+    channel    selectivity    f ilter,

estimated   by   functional   measurements    to   be    about    1.5    A

(Hille,   1975) .   The   surprisingly  distant   radial   location  of

Asp431  raises  the  possibility  that  a  significant  segment  of

the    P-region    could    be    oriented    parallel    rather    than
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Figure   4.5.      Channel   residue   Asp431   is   between   12   and   15   A   from   the
central   axis   of   the   K+   channel   pore.   The   scalloped  outline   shows   the
shadow  of  AgTx2,   oriented  with  Lys27   over   the  pore   (black   circle)    at
the    interface   between   four   subunits    (defined   by   axes).    The   radial
positions   of   channel   residues   431   and  449   are   shown   in  bold.   Residue
431  was  placed  near  toxin  residue  Arg24  and  then  rotated  by  90°   about
the   central   axis.    Res.idue   449   was   placed   5   A   from   the   center.    The
relative  positions  of  431  and  449  with  respect  to  the  subunit  borders
is  arbitrary.
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perpendicular  to  the  plane  of  the  membrane.

In   contrast,    residue   449,    which   corresponds   to   the

carboxy-terminal  limit  of  the  P-region  has  been  shown  to  be

very  close  to  the   central   axis   (Heginbotham  and  MacKinnon,

1992;    Kavanaugh   et   al.,1992).    Therefore,    the   difference

between   the   radial   distance   of   the   amino-terminal   end   and

the   carboxy-terminal   end  of   the   P-region   (see   figure   4.5)

suggests   that   the   P-region   forms   a   structure   where   side

chains    (or   backbone   carbonyls)    from   its   carboxy-terminal

half ,   rather  than  the  amino  terminal  half ,   line  the  narrow

pore  and  interact  with  conducting  ions:   Experiments  on  ion

selectivity  are  in  agreement  with  this  structural  proposal.

The   P-region   does   not   appear   to   cross   the   membrane   as   a

hairpin   loop,    as   many   transmembrane   models   propose.    The

substitution  of  Asp431  with  Asn  in  the  four  subunits  of  the

Shaker  K+  channel   confers   toxin  insensitivity   (table   4.1) .

However,   channels  with  only  a  single  subunit  containing  an

Asp    at    position    431     (and    the    remaining    three    subunits

containing     an    Asn431)      are     able     to     bind     toxin     with

relatively    high     affinity.     This     observation     could     be

explained   if   we   consider   the   interaction   between   a   f our-
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fold    symmetric    channel    and    an    asymmetric    molecule,    the

toxin.     The     toxin    can    bind    to     the     channel     in     four

energetically   equivalent   orientations.   If   only   one   Asp431

is  crucial  in  a  given  permissive  orientation,   then  channels

with  only  one  Asp431   still  have  one  permissive  orientation

and,    therefore,   are   sensitive   to   the   toxin.,   It   has   been

demonstrated    that    this    is    the    case    by    studying    the

interaction    between    AgTx2    and    Shaker    K+    channels    with

different   numbers   of   subunits   containing  Asp431    (data   not

shown) .   The  association  rate  constant  for  AgTx2  varies  with

the     nuinber     of     subunits     containing    Asp431,     while     the

dissociation   rate   constant   remains   unchanged.   This   unique

property     of     the     AgTx2-Shaker     K+     channel     interaction

allowed,      in     the     past,      deduction     of     the     tetrameric

stoichiometry  of  the  channel   (MacKinnon,   1991) .   The  present

study    provides     the     struc.tural     basis     underlying     this

property.  Arg24  interacts  strongly  with    Asp431  on  only  one

channel   subunit.   Asp431   on   the   diagonal   subunit   interacts

only   weakly    (with   Arg31)    and   those   on   the   two   remaining

subunits  are  located  outside  the  toxin  binding  site   (Figure
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4.5) .   Therefore,   as  long  as  the  channel  contains  one  Asp431

then  the  toxin  can  still  bind  with  high  affinity.

Thermodynamic    double    mutant    cycles    with    a    peptide

toxin  have  placed  a  strong  constraint  on  the   structure  of

the  K+  channel  P-region.   The  extension  of   this  approach  to

other  residues  on  the  toxin  and  on  the  channel  promises  to

improve  our  current  picture  of  the  surf ace  structure  of  the

K+  channel  pore.

The   method   is   directly   applicable   to   Na+,    Ca2+   and

other   ion  channels  where  high  af f inity  peptide   inhibitors

or  modulatory  proteins  are  known.



Chapter  5

THERE:ODYNAMIC   COUPLING  BETWEEN  RESIDUES   FORMING
THE   TOXIN  BINDING   SITE   OF   THE  SHARER   K+   POTASSIUM

CHANNEL   SUGGESTS   AN  Ch-HELIX   FOLDING   PATTERN

Two   Arg   residues,    at   positions   24   and   31,    lying   at

opposite  extremes   (25  A  apart)   of  the  AgTx2  structure,   were

found   to   interact   closely   with   the   same   residue   on   the

channel     (Asp431,     chapter    4    and    Hidalgo    and    MacKinnon,

1995) .   The   four-fold  symmetry  of   the   channel   together  with

the   toxin's   dimensions   accounts    for   these    interactions;

each   Arg   residue   interacts   with   Asp431   on   a   diagonally-

opposed  channel  subunit   (figure  5.1) .   Arg  31  also  interacts

with  Lys427  on  the  channel  as   indicated  by  the  a  analysis

(see  figure  4.1D  and  figure  5.2)  .

A  single   toxin   (Arg31)   residue   interacting  with   two

different    channel    residues     (K427    and    D431)     requires    a

different   interpretation;   its   suggests   that   those   channel

86
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residues  are  close  to  each  other  in  space,   and,   if  so  they

may  interact.

For    a   protein-protein    interaction,    two    amino    acid

residues   in  the   same  polypeptide   chain  are   independent   of

each  other  if  their  individual  contributions  to  binding  are

additive    (Horovitz,1987).   When   the   residues   at   positions

427   and  431  of   the   Shaker  K+  channel   are  both  mutated,   the

magnitude  of  the  equilibrium  inhibition  constant  for  toxin

inhibition  is  30  times  lower  than  expected  if  residues  427

and  431  were  independent.

An  extension  of   the  thermodynamic  double  mutant   cycle

approach   to   examine   the   dependence   of   a   pair-wise   toxin-

channel     interaction    on     a     second    channel     residue     is

described  in  this  chapter.

The   results   f roil   the   three   way   interaction   analysis

(residues   31   on  the   toxin  and  427   and  431   on   the   channel)

serve  to  place   further  constraints  on  the  architecture  of

the  toxin  binding  site  of  the  Shaker  K+  channel.
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METHODS

Mutagenegig  and  expreggion  of  AgTx2  and  Shaker  K+  channel.

Mutagenesis   and  expression  of  AgTx2   and  the   Sj2aker  K+

channel   were   done   as   described   in   chapter   4,    with   the

following   modification.    The   double   mutant   channel   K427E-

D431N  was   made   by   PCR,    following   the   same   protocol   as   for

mutation   of   the   toxin    (chapter   4,    methods   section).    Two

overlapping  mutant  oligos  were  synthesized  using  an  Applied

Biosystems   DNA   synthesizer   model   391.    Two   independent   PCR

reactions  with  each  mutant  oligonucleotide  were  performed.

The   PCR   products   were   gel   purif led   from   a   2%   agarose   gel

and   used   as   primers    for   a    second   PCR   which   covers    two

restriction  sites,   8g1  11  and  BstE  11,   corresponding  to  the

residues    384    and   437,    respectively.    The   PCR   product   was

phenol     extracted,     ethanol     precipitated,      and     digested

separately  with  BstE  11  and  then  8g111.   The  Bgl   II-BstE  11

f ragment    was    gel    purif led    and    ligated    to    the    vector

(Bluescript) .   The   mutant   clones   were   confirmed   by   dideoxy

DNA  sequencing.
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Electrophygiological  recordingr.

The   electrophysiological   recordings   were   carried   Put

as  described  in  chapter  4  methods  section.   The  equilibrium

inhibition   constant    (Ki)   was   calculated  according   to   Ki   =

[T]  (I/Io)/(1-(I/Io))   where   Io   is   the   control   current   level

and  I  is  the  current  in  the  presence  of  toxin  concentration

[T].
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RESULTS

The   coupling   coef f icient   a   ref lects   the   degree   of

interaction  between  two  residues  brought  about  by  mutation

of  both  residues.   Figure   5.1A  shows   an  a  plot   for  charge-

neutralizing  mutations  of  the  eight  basic  residues  on  AgTx2

with   a   channel   mutant   at   position   431    (D431N)     (data   from

figure   4.1).   Chapter   4   focused   on   the   description   of   the

coupling   between    the    R24Q/D431N   pair    and    the    R31Q/D431N

pair    and,    therefore,    on    the    interaction    of    two    toxin

residues   (Arg24   and  Arg31) ,   which  lie  on  opposite   extremes

of   the   toxin,    with   the   same   channel   residue    (Asp431).    A

detailed    analysis    of    the    nature    of    this    interaction

together   with   the   known   toxin   dimensions    (chapter   3)    and

the   four-fold   symmetry   assumed   for   the   K+   channel      give

rise  to  our  current  picture   (figure   5.18)   of   the   relative

orientation  of  the  bound  toxin  with  respect  to  the  channel.

Figure   5.2   shows   an   a  plot   for   the   same   eight   AgTx2

mutants  paired  with  the   K427E  mutant   channel.   The   a  value

for   the   R31Q/K427E   pair   reflects   the   interaction   between
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Figure   5.1.    (A).   Arginines   24   and   311ocated   on   opposite   ends   of   the
AgTx2    structure    interact    with    aspartate    431    on    diagonally-opposed
Shajcer  K+  channel  subunits.   A.   Plot  of  a  values  for  eight  AgTx2   charge
mutants    paired    with    the    D431N    channel    mutant.    The    a    values    were
calculated   according   to   the   following   equation    (for   description   see
chapter   4);   r2=    (Ki(wt:wt)     .   Ki(nut:nut))    /    (Ki(wt:nut)     .   Ki(nut:wt)),
where  Ki   (toxin:channel)   is  the  equilibrium  inhibition  constant  for  the
indicated  pair,    (wt:wt)   =  wild-type   toxin:wild-type   channel;    (nut:nut)
=    mutant     toxin:mutant     channel;      (wt:nut)     =    wild-type     toxin:mutant
channel    and     (nut:wt)     =    mutant     toxin:wild-type    channel.     For    easy
comparision  r2  is  reported  as  a  number  greater  than  unity  throughout  all
of  these  studies.   The  large  r2  value  for  the  R24Q/D431N  pair  reflects  a
strong    interaction   between   Arg24    and   Asp431.    Arg31   also    interacts,
albeit   more   weakly,   with  Asp431   on   the   opposite   channel   subunit.   The
inset    corresponds    to    the    double    mutant    cycle    for    R24Q/D431N    and
R31Q/D431N  pairs.   The   equilibrium   inhibition   constant    (Ki)     (SEM   for   4
to  8   separate  measurements)   was  calculated  as  described  in  the  methods
section.
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Arg31    and    Lys427.    Thus,     the    same    toxin    residue,    Arg31,

interacts  with  two  channel  residues,   427  and  431.   One  toxin

residue     interacting    with    two    channel    residues    has     a

qualitatively     dif ferent     interpretation     from     the     case

mentioned   above   where   one   channel   residue   interacts   with

two   toxin  residues;   it   suggests   that   residues   427   and  431

may  lie  close  to  each  other,   at  least  when  toxin  is  bound.

Kt6M        K19M        R24Q        R3lQ        K52M        H34F        K38M

Figure   5.2.      Arginine   31   in  AgTx2   interacts   with   residue   427   on   the
Shaker  K+  channel.   The  plot  of  a  values  for  eight  AgTx2  charge  mutants
paired   with   the   K427E   channel   mutant   is   shown.   The   a   value   for   the
R31Q/K427E  reflects  the  interaction  between  Arg31  and  Lys427.   The  inset
corresponds   to   the  double  mutant   cycle   for  the  R31Q/K427E  pair.   The  a
values  were  calculated  as  described  in  figure  5.1.
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To  test  the  nature  of  the  inter.action  between  residues

31   (toxin)   and  427   (channel),   a  network  cycle  analysis   (see

also  chapter  4   for  a  complete  description)   was  carried  out

(figure   5.3) .   Multiple   amino   acid   substitutions   were   made

at  both  positions.   Two  different  substitutions  at  position

31     (Arg   with   Lys    or    Gin)    paired   with    three    different

substitutions   at   427   (Lys  with  Arg,   Asn  or  Glu)   give   rise

to   18   possible   cycles.   Because   the   a   values   for   the   six

smallest  cycles  fully  determine  a  values  for  the  remaining

cycles,   for  simplicity,   only  those  cycles  are  shown.   If  the

coupling   in   the   pair   R31Q/K427E   comes   about   by   a   through-

space  electrostatic  interaction,   then  perturbing  the  charge

on  both  residues  is  the  only  way  to  alter  the  coupling   (a

deviates  from  unity) .  All  but  one  of  the  cycles  between  the

31/427  pair  result  in  a  values  close  to  unity.   The  largest

a  corresponds  to  a  cycle  where  the  charge  on  both  the  toxin

and   the    channel   were    altered    (shown    in   bold).    However,

another   cycle   where    charge   perturbation   occurs    in   both

partners   (top  right)   shows  an  a  value  close  to  unity.   Thus,

results     f ron    this     network     cycle     analysis     of     charge

alterations   at   31   and  427   follow  a  pattern  expected  for  a
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through-space    electrostatic    interaction    when    the    cycle

includes  a  Glu  at  427.

31  (toxin) : 427 (channel)

(0.033±0.003)

1.9 ± 0.3

(2.1±0.1)

1.2 ± 0..2

(0.147±0.018

1.1  ± 0.2

(0.74±0.04)               (4.3±0.3)

1.3 ± 0.2

(0.66±0.09)            (0.27±0.02)            (1.22±0.09)
Q:R
22±0

Q:lE

1.3 I 0.3 6.6 ±  1.2

(0.022±0.001)      (0.007±0.001)         (0.21±0.01)

Figure  5.3.     Network  cycle  analysis  for  the  interaction  between  residue
31   on   the   toxin   and   427   on   the   channel   I(see   figure   4.3   for   complete
description  of   the  network   cycle   analysis).   The   Ki   of  AgTx2   for   each
mutant  toxin:channel  pair  is  shown  in  parentheses  at  each  corner  of  the
cycle    (SEM   for   4.  to   8   separate   measurements)    and   was   calculated   as
described  in  the  methods  section.
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If  channel  residue  427   interacts  with  channel   residue

431,    that    is,    if    they   are   not    independent,    then   their

individual   contributions   to   the   binding  of  AgTx2   will   not

be  additive.   Thus,   the  binding  of  the  toxin  can  be  used  to

assess   the   independence   of   channel   residues   427   and   431.

Figure   5.4   shows   the   thermodynamic   double  mutant   cycle   for

the   K427E/D431N   pair.    The   effect   of   the   channel   mutation

K427E   on   AgTx2   af f inity   was   tested   in   the   presence   of   an

Asp   at   431  or  an  Asn  at   431   (D431N)  .   The  a  value  obtained,

approximately   30,   reflects   an   interaction   between   residue

427   and  residue   431,   in  the   context   of   our  toxin  blocking

assay.

K427
D431

(1441.8±68.4)

K427
N431

Q24-Q31
Q= 4.7±0.5

E427
D431

(145.3±5.9)

E427
N431

(2604.2±94.4)                             (56.0±4.1 )

Figure    5.4.        Thermodynamic    double    mutant    cycle    for    the    Sj]aker   K+
channel   mutant   pair   K427E/D431N.    The   a   value   was    calculated   as    in
figure  5.1.   The  Ki  of  AgTx2  for  each  pair  of  channel  mutations  is  shown
in  parentheses   (SEM  for  4  to  8  separate  measurements) .
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If  residues  427  and  431  are  not   independent   then  they

must     exert     a     cross     imf luence     on     their     individual

interactions   with  residues   24   and  31   on  the   toxin.   Figure

5.5    shows    an   a   plot    for   the    eight    charge-neutralizing

mutations  of  AgTx2  paired  with  K427E   (figure  5.5A)   and  with

the  D431N  channel   (figure   5.58)   in  the  presence   or  absence

of   mutations   at   residue   431   or   427,    respectively    (table

5.1) .   The  degree  of  interaction  between  the  R31Q/K427E  pair

and  the  R24Q/K427E  pair  is  altered  depending  on  the  residue

at  position  431   (Asp  or  Asn) .   The  coupling  for  other  mutant

toxin-K427E  channel  pairs  are  independent  of  the  residue  at

431.    As   expected,    the   degree   of   interaction   between   the

R24Q/D431N  pair   and   the   R31Q/D431N  pair   is   also   influenced

by  the  residue  at  427   (Lys  or  Glu)  (figure  5.5b,   table  5.1) .

A    single    thermodynamic    cycle    does    not    by    itself

provide    information   about    the    interaction   between   three

residues.    In   others   words,    no   single   cycle,    such   as   the

ones    shown    in    figures    5.1,     5.2,     5.4    or    5.5,     contains

information    about    the    dependence    of    a    given    pair-wise

interaction  on  a  third  residue.   In  order  to  account   for  a

three-way   interaction,   a   cube   describing  mutations   at   the

three  positions  in  question  must  be  constructed.   Each  face



A.

K427E  mutant  channel

K16M           K19M           R24Q        R31Q        K32M        H34F        K38M

VIT tx
K4,27:=:3±0.2

VVT tr
Ei27-net

VVTtx  _
K127-"31

Q=5.2ae.9
VVTlx    -
E127-IW31

Fae4Q tx
Ki27uei

Fu4Q tx
E427-net

R31Q lx
K127-D"1

R31Q tx
E427-net

WTtx  _
K427LN431

Ft24Q tr
K427iuei

I     Q=10.O±1.8      I

\^/T tx                         Ft24Q tx
E427+1431                 E427Lt\1431

VVTtr  _
Ki27rmi

RalQt*
K127IN431

I    Q=21.5±3.1      I
vvTtr     --                  R3iQtx
E127Lt\1431                  E127+1431l

Figure   5.5.    (A).      Cross   influence   between   Shaker  K+   channel   residues
427   and   431   on   AgTx2   binding.    A.    Plot   of   Q   values   for   eight   AgTx2
charge  mutants  paired  with  the  K427E  channel  mutant,   in  the  presence  of
an  Asp  at  431,   black  bars   (same  as  figure  5.2) ,   or  an  Asn  at  431,   white
bars.   The   inset   correspond   to   t.he   double   mutant   cycle   involving   R24Q
(top)   and  R31Q   (bottom)   in  the  presence  of  a  D  at  431   (left)   or  an  N  at
431   (right)  .
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D451N   mutant  channel
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K16M        K19M        R240        R310        K32M        H34F        K38M

WT tx                       R24Q tx
Ki27-nei

I    a =733±, ]6K4,27-DLcet

VVTb(    -
K127-N431

WTb(    -                  __

K1,27L"=35'.coo.6

VVT tr
K127.N43,

F!24Q tx
K127-N"1

R31Q tx
K127-ly31

R31Q tx
K127-N431

`^rT tx                      R2ro tx
E427-troi

I   Q=96.i±,8.:i27-"3i
WTtr   -
E427-N„'

VVTtx  _
E427-tw31

Q =1.2cO.2

WTtx   -
E427-N431

F!2ro b(
E427JJ431

R310 b(
E427uni

I

Fi310 tx
E127-N431

Figure  5.5.   a.   Plot  of  a  values   for  eight  AgTx2   charge  mutants  paired
with  the  D431N  channel  mutant,   in  the  presence  of  a  Lys   at   427,   black
bars    (same   as   figure   5.1A),    or   a   Glu   at   427,    white   bars.    The   inset
correspond   to   the   double   mutant   cycle   involving   R24Q.   (top)    and   R31Q
(bottom)   in  the  presence  of  a  K  at  427   (left)   or  an  E  at  427   (right) .
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Table    5.1.
channel  and
Ki    (nM)    for
methods   and
calculated
calculating

Inhibition   constants   for   the   K427E-D431N   double   mutant
a  values  for  channel  and  toxin  mutants  are  tabulated.   Each
the   toxin  and  channel   shown  was   measured  as   described   in
is   the   mean   ±   SEM  of   3   to   8   separate   measurements.   Q  was
as    described    in    figure    5.1.    The    other    Ki    values    for
a  were  taken  from  table  4.1.

of   the   cube   represents   an   individual   double.  mutant   cycle

for   a   mutated   toxin-channel   pair   or   a   mutated   channel-

channel  pair.   Figure  5.6A  shows  the  cube   for  the   three  way

interaction  observed  between   the   toxin   residue   31   and   the

channel  residues  427  and  431.   The  lateral  faces  of  the  cube

correspond   to   the   double   mutant   cycle   for   the   K427E/D431N

pair   tested  with  wild-type   toxin   (right   face,   figure   5.4)

or  mutant   toxin  R31Q   (left   face) .   The   top  and  bottom  faces

corre'spond    to    the    R31Q/D431N    cycle     (figure    5.5b),     when

there   is   a   Lys   at   427    (top   face)    or   a   Glu    (bottom   face).
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Finally,     the    front    and    back    faces    correspond    to    the

R31Q/K427E  cycle   (figure   5.5a) ,   when  there   is   an  Asp  at   431

(front  face)   or  an  Asn   (back  face) .

An     equivalent     cube     for     the     interaction     between

residues    24     (toxin),    427    and   431     (channel)     is    shown    in

figure    5.68.    Notice   that    the   cube    involving   the   mutant

toxin  at  position  24  and  the  one  involving  the  mutant  toxin

at  position  31  display  a  common  face,   corresponding  to  the

double   mutant   cycle   for   the   K427E/D431N   pair   tested   with

wild-type     toxin     (R24,R31).     Figure     5.6C    represents     the

fusion  of  both  cubes,   the  common  face  is  the  lateral  one  at

the    center    of    the    double    cube.    The    a    value    for    the

K427E/D431N   pair    assayed   with   Wild-type    toxin,      (a(R,R),

central  lateral  face),   decreases  if  a  toxin  contains  a  Gln

at  positior}  24,   (a(Q,R),   right  lateral  face)   or  at  position

31,     (a(R,Q),    left    lateral    face).    The   product    of    the   a

values   of   the   external   lateral   faces   equals   the  value   of

the   central   face,    i.e.     [Q(Q,R)    *   a(R,Q)]    =Q(R,R)     (figure

5.6C).   Therefore,   substitutions   of   Arg   residues   at   24   and

31,   one  at  a  time,   exactly  account  for  the  coupling  between

the      K427E/D431N     pair,      as      if      the      coupling      between
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K427E/D431N  pair  comes  about  exclusively  by  residues  24   and

31  in  the  toxin.

When   the    residues   at   positions   427    and   431   of    the

Shaker  K+  channel  are  both  mutated   (K427E-D431N) ,   the  value

of   the   equilibrium   inhibition   constant    (Ki)    is   30   times

lower     than     expected     if     residues     427     and     431     were

independent   (Table  5.2) .

WT

K427E
D431N
K427E-D431N

0.74      ±   0.04
0.007  ±   0.001

2233      ±   60
0.71      ±   0.05

Table   5.2.      Inhibition  constants   for  the  wild-'type   channel,   the  K427E
channel,   the  D431N  channel  and  the  double  mutant  K437E-D431N  are   shown
(SEM  for  4  to  8  separate  measurements) .

The   three-way   interactions   observed  between  R31,   K427

and  D431,   and  analogously  between  R24,   K427   and  D431   in  the

diagonally-opposed   channel   subunit   provide   the   structural

basis  for  the  non-additivity  observed  for  the  double  mutant

channel   K427E-D431N    (figure   5.5,    table   5.2)  .   Residue   24   on

the   toxin   interacts   with   channel   residues   427   and   431   in

one     subunit,     while     in    the     diagonally-opposed     channel

subunit   Arg31    interacts   with   the    same    channel    residues

(figure   5.6D)  .
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A.
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Figure  5.6.   (previous  page) .    A  three  way  interaction  is  described  by  a
cube    of    thermodynamic    double    mutant    cycles.     For    each    cube    three
residues   are   mutated,    one   in   the   toxin,   Arg24    (R24Q,    left   panel)    or
Arg31    (R31Q,   right  panel),   and   two   in   the   channel,   Ijys427    (K427E)    and
Asp431    (D431N) .   Each   face   of   the   cube   represents   an   individual   double
mutant   cycle   for   the   given   paired   mutations.    A.    K427E/D431N   channel
pair   (lateral  faces) ,   R31Q/D431N  toxin-channel  pair   (horizontal  faces) ,
and    R31Q/K427E    toxin-channel    pair     (vertical    faces) ;    a.    K427E/D431N
channel  pair   (lateral  faces) ,   R24Q/D431N  toxin-channel  pair   (horizontal
faces,      and     R24Q/K427E     toxin-channel     pair      (vertical      faces).      C.
Interaction   between   three   residues   in   two   diagonally-opposed   channel
subunits    are   analyzed   by   two   cubes   of    thermodynamic   double   mutant
cycles.   The  double  cube  was  constructed  by  fusion  of  the  cubes  shown  in
panel  A.   The  central  double  mutant  cycle  is  shared  by    both  cubes  shown
in   panel   A   and   8.    D.    A   three   way   interaction   between   residues   24
(toxin),   427  and  431   (channel),   and  between  residues   31   (toxin)   and  427
and  431   (channel)   on  the  diagonally-opposed  channel   subunit.   AgTx2   is
shown  in  black  with  Arg24  and  Arg31  situated  on  opposite  extremes.   Two
channel   residues,   427   and  431   on  diagonally-opposed  channel   subunits,
interact   with  Arg24   and  Arg31.   The   toxin-channel   and   channel-channel
pair-wise  interactions  are  shown  with  arrows.
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DISCUSSION

The   above   results   demonstrate   that   channel   residues

427   and   431   interact   with   each   other   as   detected   by   the

toxin  inhibition  assay.   The  necessity  of  placing  these  two

residues    close    to    each    other    in    space    constrains    the

f olding  pattern   formed  by   this   stretch   of   amino   acids   on

the  channel.   The  results  exclude  a  P-sheet  conformation  for

this   segment   because   the   axial   distance   between   adjacent

amino   acids   in  a   P-sheet   structure   is   approximately  3.5   A

(Creighton,1993;   Branden   and   Tooze,    '1991),    which   gives   a

separation    of    14    A   between    residues    427    and    431.    This

distance    is    too    large    to    account    for    the    interaction

observed  between  channel  residues  427  and  431.   Although  our

results   can   not   exclude   other   foldings,    for   example   a   P-

turn,    they   are   consistent   with   an   or-helix   conformation,

which   could   place   amino   acid   residues   that   are   three   or

four  residues  apart  in  the  linear  sequence  spatiall.y  close

to  one  another.   An  or-helix  secondary  structure  would  place

residues   427   and  431   approximately   6   A  apart    (1.5   A  axial

distance     between     adjacent     residues,      Creighton,      1993;
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Branden  and  Tooze,1991),   and  importantly,   facing  the   same

side   of   the   helix.    In   addition,    the   amino   acids   between

residues     427     and     431,      Ser428-Ile429-Pro430,      are     well

conserved      among      the      voltage-activated      K+      channels.

Continuing  this  line  of  speculation,   residue  429  would  lie

on  the  opposite  face  of  the  helix  from  427  and  431,   that  is

to  say  f acing  into  the  plane  of  the  membrane  or  core  of  the

channel  protein.   This  location  would  be  consistent  with  its

hydrophobic  nature.

Preliminary    data    f ron    Gross    and    Mackinnon    in    our

laboratory   further   support   an   or-helix   conformation   for   a

longer   stretch   of   amino   acids,   which   includes   the   427   to

431  segment  of  the  S5-S6  linker  of  the  Shaker  K+  channel.

In   this   chapter,    an   extension   of   th;   thermodynamic

double   mutant   cycles   approach   was   used   to   determine   the

effect  of  a  third  mutation  on  an  interacting  toxin-channel

pair.   The   three-way   interaction   is   depicted  by   a   cube   of

thermodynamic      cycles     where      each      f ace      of      the      cube

corresponds    to    an    individual    double    mutant    cycle.    Each

cycle   ref lects   the   energy   coupling   brought   about   by   the
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double   mutation  between   a   mutated   channel/channel   pair   or

toxin/channel  pair,.

The    results    place    additional    constraints    on    the

architecture   of   the   toxin-binding   site   in   the   Shaker   K+

channel.   They  place  two  channel  residues   close  together  in

space,   implying  an  or-helix  conformation.   This  is  consistent

with  our  previous  proposal  that  part  of  amino  terminal  end

of  the  P-region  runs  parallel  rather  than  perpendicular  to

the  membrane  plane   (chapter  4) .



GENERAII   DISCUSSION

K+   channels   are   highly   specialized   enzymes.   They   are

able  to  discriminate  between  K+  and  Na+   ions  and  allow  the

f low  of  K+  ions  from  one  side  of  the  membrane  to  the  other

down  their  electrochemical  gradient.   No  K+  channel  has  yet

been    purif led    in    large     quantities     and    therefore     no

conventional  structural  data  are  available.

Our   current   understanding   of   how  K+   channels   operate

and  the  molecular  determinants  underlying    their  properties

comes  from  site-directed  mutagenesis  studies  carried  out  in

several    laboratories    including   our   own.    My    thesis    work

constitutes   part   of   this   general   ef fort   to   understand   K+

channels.    I   used   a   scorpion   toxin,   AgTx2,   which   binds   to

the   extracellular   entryway   of   the   pore,    as   a   structural

probe   of   the   Shaker  K+   channel.   Therefore,   the   structural

data  pertain  to  the  most   functionally  important   region  of

the  K+  channel,   the  catalytic  unit.

108
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In  the  process  of  obtaining  structural  information  on

a  K+  channel,   my  work  has  also  contributed  to  the  field  of

protein-protein  interactions.   It  has  provided  a  new  general

approach   for   deducing   the   spatial   organization   of   amino

acids   in   a   linear   sequence   with   respect   to   a   ligand   of

known    structure    and    has    increased    our    knowledge    about

protein-protein  interaction  surfaces.

1.   Considerations  on  the  use  of  AgTx2  as  a  Structural  probe

of  the  Shaker  K+  channel.

The  use   of   toxin  as   a   caliper   for   channel   dimensions

provides    information    about    the    receptor    in    its    bound

conformation.   However,    I   have   reason   to   believe   that   the

information   obtained   pertains    to    the    free    form   of    the

channel  as  well.  Although  little  is  known`  about  the  channel

structure,    functional   data   support   the    idea   of   minimal

conformational  change  upon  binding.   First,   ChTx  can  bind  to

Ca2+-activated   K+   channels   in   the   open   and   closed   states

with    only   a    seven-fold    lower    af finity    for    the    latter

(Anderson    et    al.,1988).     If    the    conformational    change

resulting   f ron  the   transition  between  the   open  and  closed
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states    still  preserves  the  toxin  binding  site,  this  argues

that     the     site     is     "resistant"     to     structural     changes

associated  with  gating.   Second,   ChTx  bound   to   the   channel

is      destabilized     by     permeant      ions      coming     from     the

cytoplasmic   side   of   the   membrane.    Impermeant   ions   do   not

affect    ChTx    dissociation     (MacKinnon    and    Miller,1988).

Therefore   the   selectivity  f ilter  of  the  K+  channel   is   not

altered  by  the  presence  of  a  bound  toxin  molecule,   making  a

toxin-induced  conformational  change  unlikely.

2.  Structural  integrity  of  the mutated proteins.

To    draw    valid    conclusions    about    structure    it    is

necessary  to  verify  that  the  mutations  in  this  study  do  not

af f eat    the    global    conformation    of    the    toxin    and    the

channel.  Within  the  a  plot  there  are  internal  controls  for

the   structural   integrity   of   both   proteins.   Since   most   a

values    are    close    to    unity,     it    is    unlikely    that    the

identif led   coupled   interactions   arose   indirectly   through

global  structural  changes.
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2.2.   AgTx2-Shaker  K+  channel  interaction

In  mapping  a  protein  surf ace  on  the  basis  of  pair-wise

interactions   with   a   ligand   of   known   structure,    a   large

number   of   identif led   contacts   should   improve   the   ultimate

resolution.   Thus,   in  principle,   a  system  in  which  many  weak

interactions    contribute    to    the   binding    energy   gives    a

higher   resolution   structural   map   than   one   in  which   a   f ew

strong    interactions    provide   most    of    the    energy.    AgTx2-

Shaker  K+  channel  interaction  appears  to  be  the  latter  case

as  suggested  by  the  strong  interaction  between  Arg24  on  the

toxin     and    Asp431     on     the     channel     which     account     for

approximately    one    third    of    the    total    binding    energy.

Clackson   and   Wells,    based   on   studies   of   the   interaction

between    the    human   growth   hormone    and    the    extracellular

domain   of   its   receptor,   had  proposed   that   few   amino   acid

residues   contributing   to   the   binding   free   energy   on   the

protein-protein   interface   may   be   a   general   property   of

protein-protein  contact   surfaces.   The  crystal   structure  of

the  complex  f ormed  between  the  human  growth  hormone  and  the

extracellular      domain      of      its      receptor      shows      that

approximately   30    side-chains    from   each   peptide    form   the
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protein-protein   interface    (de   Vos   et   al.,    1992;    Clackson

and  Wells,1995).   However,   alanine   scanning-mutagenesis   of

the   receptor   interaction   surface   showed   that   only   a   few

residues  on  the  contact  surface  are  functionally  important
•(Clackson   and   Wells,1995).    The   toxin-channel   interaction

begins  to  appear  no  exception  to  this  emerging  pattern  for

protein-protein  interactions  in  the  sense  that  f ew  contacts

may  be  responsible  of  the  binding  affinity.

The  specif icity  of  AgTx2   for  the  Shaker  K+  channel  may

well  be  based  on  the  ability  of  Arg24,   which  is   absent'in

ChTx,   to  form  a  hydrogen  bond  with  Asp431.

3.   Relevance  of  the  present  work  for  K+  channels  structure

The  results  obtained  in  my  thesis  work,   summarized  in

figure   1,   constrain   the   architecture   of   the   pore   forming

region  of  the  Shaker  K+  channel.   The  amino-terminal  residue

of   the   P-region,   Asp   431,    is   placed   12   to   15   A   from   the

central   axis   of   the   K+   channel    (chapter   4   and  Hidalgo   and

MacKinnon,1995).   Therefore,   the   amino-terminal   end  of   the

P-region  cannot  form  the  narrow  part  of  the  ion  conduction

pathway.      Current     transmembrane     topology     models     of     K+
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channels    depict    the    P-region    as    a    hairpin    that    dips

symmetrically   into   the  plane   of   the  membrane    (figure   1.3) .

The    position    assigned    to    Asp431    by    the    present    work

contrasts  with  these  models   and  suggests   that   part   of   the

P-region   at   the   amino   terminal   end   runs   somewhat   parallel

to  the  membrane  plane.

OUT

IN

12A

LIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl

427

Figure   1.   Architecture   of   the   S5-S6   linker   of   the   Shaker  K+   channel.
The   cartoon   depicts    the    structural    constrains    demonstrated   in   the
present  work  for  the  S5-S6  linker  of  the  Shaker  K+  channel.   The  residue
Asp  431   is   located  12   to  15  A  from  the  central  axis  of  the  K+   channel.
The  amino-acid  sequence  between  residues  427  and  431  is  proposed  to  be
a-helical .

I  have  also  shown  that  residues  427  and  431  in  the  S5-

S6    linker    are    close    to    each    other     (chapter    5).     Their
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physical  proximity  and  the  number  of  amino  acids  separating

them    suggest    a    helical    conformation    for    this    segment

(figure   1).    Thus,    the   segment   of   the   P-region   that   runs

parallel  to  the  plane  of   the  membrane  may  adopt   a  helical

conformation,   at  least  over  some  stretch.



CONCLUSIONS

1.-Recombinat   AgTx2   is   efficiently   expressed   in  bacteria

by  recombinant  methods  and  the  purif led  peptide  retains  its

high  affinity  for  the  Shaker  K+  channel.

2.-   AgTx2    accounts    for   the    inhibition   of   the   Shaker   K+

channel  attributed  in  previous  studies  to  ChTX.

3.-The   solution  structure  of  AgTx2   is   similar  to  that   of

other  K+   channel   inhibitors   from  scorpion  venom.   AgTx2   has

a  triple  stranded  antiparallel  P-sheet,   a  single  helix    and

three   disulfide  bonds.   Due   to   its   secondary  structure   and

disulfide  bridging,   AgTx2   is   a  rigid  peptide   suitable   for

using  as  a  caliper  to  make  distance  measurement.

4.-      The      thermodynamic      double      mutant      cycle      approach

constitutes     a     systematic     method     for     mapping     protein

surfaces   with   a   ligand   of   known   structure.   This   approach
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can  be  immediately  applied  to  other  ion  channels  where  high

affinity  ligands  are  available.

5.-The  amino-terminal  end  of  the  P-region  of  the  Shaker  K+

channel  is  situated  12  to  15  A  from  the  central  axis  of  the

channel .

6.-The  side  chains  of  residues  427  and  431  in  the  S5-S6

linker  of  the  Shaker  K+  channel  are  near  each  other  as  if

the  stretch  of  amino  acids  between  427  and  431  is  or-

helical .
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